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1.Introduction

This document presents the deliverable Scientific Use File and Codeplan (D.4.4) of the MOVE

Project Survey (Work Package 4) that has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon

2020 research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement No. 649263.

The overall ambition of MOVE is to provide a research-informed contribution towards an

improvement of the conditions of the mobility of young people in Europe and a reduction of the

negative impacts of mobility through the identification of ways of good practice thus fostering

sustainable development and wellbeing. The consortium of MOVE is built up of nine partners

within six countries: Luxembourg, Germany, Hungary, Norway, Romania and Spain.

This deliverable is presented in one document in .pdf format for the European Commission’s

technical requirements. The MOVE project has voluntary opted to be part of the H2020 Open

Research Data Pilot (ORD pilot), of which the objective is to make research data findable, ac-

cessible, interoperable and re-usable (FAIR). After completion of the project (May 2018) these

documents will be deposited at the data repository datorium of GESIS (“Gesellschaft Sozial-

wissenschaftlicher Infrastruktureinrichtungen”) at the Leibnitz Institute for Social Sciences in

Cologne with a year embargo. When uploaded into GESIS this file will be presented following

its guidelines, containing user guide on how to access and download the public scientific use file,

codeplan, questionnaires of both surveys in English (attached here as an Annex), questionnaires

in all additional 9 languages, and the two datasets MOVE-SD1-2017 (Online Survey Panel),

MOVE-SD2-2017 (Online Snowball Survey) in .sav and .RData.

Within the Work Package 4 (Online Survey) and under the lead of Partner no.7 Ilustre Cole-

gio Nacional de Doctores y Licenciados en Ceincias Poĺıticas y Socioloǵıa, two datasets were

obtained through an online survey. The first one (MOVE-DS1-2017) was obtained via an online

panel survey (n=5,499) subcontracted on the basis of best value for money to GfK (Art. 13

AMGA) after two open calls (published January the 4th and March 11th 2016). The second

one (MOVE-SD2-2017) was obtained through a snowball sampling, self-selected, online survey,

targeting only young people (aged 18-29) who have had a mobility experience (n=3,207) to

explore their mindsets, experiences and motivations regarding mobility, and barriers or reasons

that hold non-mobile young participants in their countries.

The data generated will be used for four deliverables within Work Package 4: Report on

Socio-Demographic Data of Completed Survey (D.4.3), Scientific Use File and Code Plan (D.4.4),

the Descriptive Analysis Report (D.4.5) and the Public work package Report (D.4.7). The data

obtained through the MOVE survey will be useful for scholars interested in mobility and youth

studies, but also for policymakers and other stakeholders in the EU countries, helping them to
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better develop their programs addressing youth and mobility. The data collection and produc-

tion is relevant for Social Sciences in general, Political Science, Sociology, Social Psychology and

Educational Science; particularly for the fields which study mobility and migration, European

studies, youth studies and work studies.

The scientific use file (SUF) is compiled on the basis of these datasets: the panel survey

dataset (MOVE-SD1-2017) and the snowball dataset (MOVE-SD2-2017). For both datasets

and related procedures, data was collected and treated complying with ethical principles and

relevant national, EU and international legislation, including the Charter of Fundamental Rights

of the European Union (2010/C 83/02, esp. Article 1, 3, 7, 8, 13), the European Convention on

Human Rights and its Supplementary Protocols, the European Code of Conduct for Research

Integrity and the European Data Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC). The subcontract-

ing partner for the online panel rigorously followed the International Esomar Code of Ethics as

well as the same ethical rules as laid down in the Grant Agreement.

Due to ethical requirements we aimed for population within an age-range of 18-29.

‘Mobility’ was defined as having been abroad for a reason different than tourism or visiting

relatives longer for at least 2 weeks in order to include all the types of mobility studied in the

project, such as pupil’s exchange, voluntary service, etc.

The survey targets young people who have any of the six countries of the project consor-

tium nationalities (Germany, Hungary, Luxembourg, Norway, Romania and Spain) or who have

attended their secondary school, A-levels (last year of studies if they did not finish secondary

studies) in any of the six countries of the project consortium.

In line with the strategy established in Work Package 2 we are considering mobility to all

EFTA countries and not only consortium countries.

The main research question is: How can the mobility of young people be good both for socio-

economic development and for individual development of young people, and what are the factors

that foster/hinder such beneficial mobility?

Based on an interdisciplinary and multilevel research approach the main objectives of MOVE

are to:

1. Carry out a comprehensive analysis of the phenomenon of mobility of young people in the

EU
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2. Generate systematic data about young people’s mobility patterns in Europe based on

qualitative case studies, a mobility survey and on secondary data analysis

3. Provide a quantitative integrated database on European youth mobility

4. Offer a data based theoretical framework in which mobility can be reflected, thus con-

tributing to the scientific and political debates

5. Explore factors that foster and factors that hinder good practice based on an integrative

approach with qualitative and quantitative evidence

6. Provide evidence-based knowledge and recommendations for policy makers through the

development of good-practice models

The study of migrations has been traditionally challenging methodologically speaking. Sev-

eral scholars have pointed out a gap between qualitative and quantitative methods, suggesting

to draw from “more than one paradigm of associated methodology” (Bakewell 2010). With the

aim of filling this gap, we developed a complex methodology study, encompassing both qual-

itative and quantitative methods, designing a triangulation methodology with three stages: a

first step in which a set of case studies obtained the clues to disentangle the behavioral patterns

that trigger individuals as agents to make the decision of migrating; in parallel, a comparative

study based on macro level analysis was camed out; in the third stage, the one about which this

document is about, we ran an online survey to ask mobile and non-mobile young populations

their mind-sets, experiences and motivations regarding mobility, as well as about the barriers,

fears or reasons that hold non-mobile young participants in their countries.

To accomplish this third stage, we have designed a dual strategy in order to maximize the

outcome of the quantitative analyses. Being aware of the lack of an actual census of young people

on the move, especially when considering the whole variety of mobility types and the differences

in the Internet and online social network use, we applied a mixed-method data collecting process

through the development of a dual strategy: an online survey panel which allowed us to study

mobile and non-mobile young people in their countries – a proportional sample based on the

population’s sex and age group distribution –, and complemented this approach connecting

directly with young people from the participant countries, who had or have been experiencing a

mobility process at the time of the conduction of the survey through a web-based, self-selected,

snowball process.
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1.1.Objectives of the Surveys

Table 1: Survey objectives

Number Objective

O.4.1
To find out about the role and value of information and support services
for young people and their decision making process to go abroad.

O.4.2
To explore the role of transnational networks for support and as potential
”pull factors” for mobility.

O.4.3
To examine the agency at young people with mobility experience
and without it.

O.4.4
To study the formation of social capital and the dimensions of
social inequality of young mobile people and their effects on future perspectives
and the reproduction of social inequality.

O.4.5
To investigate the formation of identity by those mobile young people
compared to non-mobiles.

O.4.6
To examine the career-plans of young people and the binding to
remain committed to the home country (e.g. sending of money, supporting the
family, etc.)

O.4.7
To get insights into the (re-)production of social inequality concerning
mobility and inmobility looking at the different dimension of inequality

2.Methodology

2.1.The Online Panel Survey Method

The use of web-based surveys has been largely discussed among social science scholars in the

past 20 years (Couper, Traugott and Lamias 2001, Gosling et al. 2004). Although the partic-

ulars of the technology are new, the controversy surrounding the research methodology is not.

In fact, much of the current debate about online surveys is reminiscent of a previous era when

mail and telephone surveys were met with suspicion (Konstan et al. 2005, Sue and Ritter 2012).

Regardless the clear advantages online surveys present (low-cost, fast response, and easy filling

as major benefits), it also faces some drawbacks to take into account: lack of representativeness

because of self-selection bias in the sample, and several concerns about its anonymity and confi-

dentiality of the process (Dillman 1978, Couper 2000, Gosling et al. 2004, Landau and Jacobsen

2005).

Traditionally, it has been very rare to find quantitative analysis in migration or mobility

studies, and with large samples even rarer (Fawcett and Arnold 1987, McKenzie and Mistiaen

2009). One of the main reasons to avoid this kind of methodological approach is the difficulty

to acknowledge the universe, i.e., the whole population to be analyzed. Therefore, main claims

against using surveys with migrants or mobile population revolve around: ‘representativeness,
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bias, causal inference, the shortage of statistically analyzable data and the lack of methodolog-

ical transparency’(Landau and Jacobsen 2005). Beyond that, practical and logistic issues such

as budget and time constraints have also discouraged further developing.

Nevertheless, in the recent years, several projects have developed mixed-methods studies

including qualitative and quantitative analyses (Hussein, Manthorpe and Stevens 2011, Lados

2013, Bilsborrow 1997, Zander, Blümel and Busse 2013, Rérat 2014). The increasing attention

this topic has received in the last decade, and the necessity to have more comparable and ac-

curate data among countries have encouraged scholars to overcome the aforementioned hurdles

by carrying out specialized studies allowing them to conduct surveys, and consequently, develop

a probabilistic sample or, on the other hand, design different methods with non probabilistic

samples, which will be discussed (Bloch 2007, McKenzie and Mistiaen 2009).

Continuing this trend, we here present 2 datasets focused on mobility factors among Euro-

pean youth, encompassing personal, professional and environmental dimensions, contributing to

filling the gap in literature in this regard. In this sense, to the traditional offer of face-to face

or self-administered mail questionnaires, or even telephone interviewing, we have to add new

techniques made available by the development of the Internet, particularly email and web-based

surveys. In our study, the target population is fairly large and widely distributed geographically,

making a face-to-face survey economically unreachable. On the other hand, given the different

languages spoken by the population and its geographic dispersion, a telephone survey is also

dismissed. All this considered, online surveys appear to be the best choice. (Kwak, Radler

et al. 2002, Duffy et al. 2005). Moreover, online surveys treasure the potential of obtaining a

fast turnaround, having streaming access to results (Bloch 2007). As far as the research team

is formed by seven teams from six countries and all of them are geographically spread along

Europe, the possibility to monitor and track the whole fieldwork process will save a lot of re-

sources and time (Dillman 2000, Paolo et al. 2000, Hamilton 2009). Some scholars have argued

against the lack of anonymity and confidentiality on web-based surveys’ responses (Landau and

Jacobsen 2005, Bloch 2007). However, when the questionnaire incorporates a set of sensitive

questions, or the answers require participants more time than expected like in the MOVE project

questionnaire, online surveys seem to be the best choice. In addition, some scholars have fea-

tured immigration population as a vulnerable population, which could be identified as a barrier

to participation in research (Atkinson and Flint 2001, Tyldum and Brunovskis 2005). In these

cases, online surveys behave as self-administered postal mail questionnaires, avoiding the ’in-

timidate’ presence of interviewers on the phone or in person, and respondents tend to feel safer

providing more honest answers (Davis et al. 2004, Wright 2005).

Furthermore, the major reason to launch an online survey is because of the existence of a
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perfect match between our target population, and its ICT’s connection, specially with Internet

and the usage of Social Networks. One of the biggest concerns in the discipline with web-based

surveys is the lack of representativeness, arguing that not the whole population has access to

the Internet (Wright 2005). This is not the case of young cohorts in Europe, where access to

the Internet among 16-29 years old cohort in EU-28 countries is 94%. 85% of them do also surf

the web daily around and 80% of them have set up a social network profile. These percentages

present a potential scenario with greater accessibility than face-to-face interviews (Duffy et al.

2005) or fixed-telephone ratios which, have dropped down in the last decade within European

countries, but specially among young people, who are more likely to use their cellphones when

they live alone (70% of them)(Häder 2012). Hence, developing a web-based survey allows us to

overcome the hurdle of representativeness. Besides that, the role of information and support

services but also the impact of social networks on migrants, both real and virtual (ICT), will

be further topics of the survey, as peer networks can lead to further transnational activities and

identities (Binder and Sutcliffe 2014, Baltar and Brunet 2012, Guarnizo, Portes and Haller 2003,

Portes 2001, Waldinger 2008).

This research follows a conservative implementation strategy by partnering with a web-based

survey company which has helped us safely avoid the aforementioned drawbacks 1. Accordingly,

the company selected provided the following features, saving time and costs:

• Online surveys have the challenge of attracting the population of interest to the website.

Thus, the likelihood of getting respondents increases when those have been identified.

The subcontracted company holds a panel sample along the six countries of interest2,

which have ensured the selection of participants that fulfill the basic requirements, with a

representative sample regarding the variables age, sex and country as explained later on.

It also facilitated the speed of response, guaranteeing a respondent list which increases the

response rate

• An imperative for developing an online survey is to acquire the software needed to develop

and host a web-based survey. In this regard, hiring a company that is able to accomplish

both requirements saved not only time and expenses, but also tenders the possibility to

design our own questionnaire, letting us to include a set of unlimited length covering all

kind of questions. Consequently, the company provided the necessary software package

to disseminate the survey, gathered participants and replaced them through tracking re-

spondents systems, which ensured effectiveness and saved the sample from duplicates or

double responses

1The subcontracting process was accomplished being done following article 13 of the Multi-beneficiary An-
notated General Grant Agreement (v. 1.5, 26 March 2014), in the basis of: best value for money and previous
collaborations. After three companies presented their proposals, GfK was selected.

2Except for Luxembourg which was conducted by TNS; and Cint, Userneeds and Toluna in Norway.
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• Last but not least, the company ensured the confidentiality of the responses but also the

anonymity of them in the collecting data process

2.1.1.Workflow

Figure 1: Online panel survey method workflow

In order to achieve these objectives, the workflow process was the following:

1. In the first year of the project, was reviewed literature both on methodology and on each

of the topics from the survey.

2. After a collaborative decision making process among all project partners, a Data Man-

agement Plan was approved and presented to the Commission reviewers and regularly

updated

3. A first draft of the questionnaire was presented, taking into account most of the previous

research done in this regard, encompassing the different mobility reasons and methodolog-

ical approaches previously followed.

4. An ethical approval and informed consent was presented and admitted by all the project

members, obtaining the project approval from the Ethical Review Panel at the University

of Luxembourg. Each partner obtained the approval or consent according to its correspon-

dent process. Any partner that did not have a specific process for ethical approval signed

the MOVE Declaration on Ethics and Data Protection Compliance.
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5. Considering the complexity and ambition of the gathering data process, all partners and

several experts were consulted in order to build the most comprehensive questionnaire

encompassing the project goals and requirements, taking care of all national particularities.

6. We also published an open call for the subcontract of the online panel survey.

2.1.2.Online Survey Design and Field Research:

• The snowball online survey was implemented by GfK according to the extension of the

panel survey contract, that was awarded on the basis of best value for money, (Art. 13

AMGA), and disseminated by the team members of the consortium following a coordinated

strategy

• Universe: Mobile and non-mobile young people between 18 and 29 years old holding at

least one of the consortium partner nationalities, or those who obtained the secondary

certificate/diploma in any of the six participating countries

• Methodology: Online panel survey

• Sample error: n=1,000 interviews, +/- 3,2%; n=750 interviews +/- 3,7% confidence inter-

val 95%

• GfK (partnering with TNS in Luxembourg and with Cint, Userneeds and Toluna in Nor-

way) followed an online panel multi–sourced recruitment process, combining both off line

and online sources

• GfK also guaranteed quality control process by means of:

– Reviewing of 100% of the questionnaires daily, so incomplete or wrong questionnaires

didn’t not distort quotas

– Filling time: If filling time was too short, did not adjust to the number of questions

or the media, the questionnaire was deleted

– Trend analysis: It was checked that interviewees did not answer every time the same

in scale questions.

– Open questions analysis: Open answers were checked; if they were not filled, or make

sense, the questionnaire was deleted

– Consistency in similar questions: Check for incoherent responses, preferences, etc.

• Quality standards: ISOMAR, ISO, AENOR, IQNet

• Sample size: 5,769 questionnaires
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• Languages: The online survey was available in English, French, German, Hungarian, Nor-

wegian (Nynorsk and B̊akmal), Luxembourgish, German for Luxembourg, Romanian and

Spanish

• Fieldwork dates: The online panel survey was conducted from November 23rd 2016 to

January 30th 2017, accounting for 8 weeks

• Pre-test: The questionnaire was submitted to a pre-test, and modifications were introduced

to improve the final results

• Sample per country:

Table 2: Panel sample survey size per country

Country Company Sample Panel Size (Pool)

Spain GfK 966 24.500

Germany GfK 961 39.700

Hungary GfK 980 71.300

Norway Cint, Userneeds and Toluna3 877 66.700

Romania GfK 976 31.200

Luxembourg TNS 739 15.700
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2.1.3.The Data

The survey is a self answered web questionnaire, containing a total of 56 questions, accounting

filter questions in order to generate adequate response, divided by compulsory and optional

questions. All considered, is configured to be answered in 15 to 30 minutes maximum.

Confidentiality disclosure

At the beginning of the survey there was a privacy declaration according to European laws:

”The aim of the MOVE survey is to obtain quantitative data on around 5499 European young peoples’

experiences and perceptions on mobility. The overall ambition of MOVE is to provide a contribution

towards an improvement of the conditions of the mobility of young people in Europe and a reduction of

the negative impacts of mobility. The questionnaire has an estimated duration of 15 minutes (maximum

of 30’). The participation is voluntary and can be stopped at any time without giving reasons. Any

personal information requested, after completing the verification process of fieldwork, will be removed;

making it impossible to know the individual responses of the participants and ensuring data can only be

treated in an aggregated way. Processed data will not include any reference to personal data following

Directive 95/46/EC and other relevant EU legal instruments, in order to irreversibly prevent identifica-

tion. ICN will follow EU’s Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (0829/14/EN, Opinion 05/2014 on

Anonymization Techniques, adopted 10 April 2014) to prevent all parties from singling out an individual

in a dataset, from linking two records within a dataset or between two separate datasets and from infer-

ring any information. Should you have a problem completing this questionnaire or if you require detailed

assistance or more information, please contact move@colpolsoc.org. More information on the project can

be found at http://move-project.eu. More information on how the data will be handled can be found at

http://move-project.eu/data/personal-data with more information available for the survey”.
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2.1.4.Quota checks based on sample variables

The table below shows the distribution of the sample by country according to sex and age quotas

Table 3: Sample size and quota per country

Country Sample Sex Male Sex Female Age 18-24 Age 25-29

freq % % % % %

Spain 966 17.6 49.4 50.6 54.2 45.8

Norway 877 15.9 44.4 55.6 58.4 41.6

Germany 961 17.5 47.2 52.8 56.8 43.2

Luxembourg 739 13.4 42.2 57.8 46.7 53.3

Hungary 980 17.8 47.4 52.6 56.2 43.8

Romania 976 17.7 48.2 51.8 60.5 39.5
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2.1.5.Quota distribution per regions

Even if the sample segmented by regions lacks of representativeness, the following tables present

the distribution of the sample by regions within the 6 countries of interest, showing that all of

them are accounted.

Table 4: Quota distribution per regions in Spain

Spain

Region % n

Andalućıa 20.5 198

Aragón 2.5 24

Asturias, Principado de 1.9 18

Balears, Illes 2.0 19

Canarias 5 48

Cantabria 1.1 11

Castilla y León 5 48

Castilla - La Mancha 4.8 46

Catalunya 15.2 147

Comunitat Valenciana 10.8 104

Extremadura 2.6 25

Galicia 5.3 51

Madrid, Comunidad de 14.4 139

Murcia, Región de 3.4 33

Navarra, Comunidad Foral 1.2 12

Páıs Vasco 3.9 38

Rioja, La 0.5 5

Total 100 966

Table 5: Quota distribution per regions in Norway

Norway

Region n %

Øestfold 49 5.6

Akershus 106 12.1

Oslo 102 11.6

Hedmark 29 3.3

Oppland 31 3.5

Buskerud 38 4.3

Vestfold 48 5.5

Telemark 32 3.6

Aust-Agder 16 1.8

Vest-Agder 31 3.5

Rogaland 92 10.5

Hordaland 104 11.9

Sogn og Fjordane 12 1.4

Møre og Romsdal 34 3.9

Sør-Trøndelag 57 6.5

Nord-Trøndelag 22 2.5

Nordland 38 4.3

Troms - Romsa 29 3.3

Finnmark - Finnmárku 7 0.8

Total 877 100.0
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Table 6: Quota distribution per regions in Ger-
many

Germany

Region n %

Baden-Württemberg 131 13.6

Bayern 150 15.6

Berlin 40 4.2

Brandenburg 25 2.6

Bremen 7 0.7

Hamburg 24 2.5

Hessen 71 7.4

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 17 1.8

Niedersachsen 87 9.1

Nordrhein-Westfalen 221 23.0

Rheinland-Pfalz 48 5.0

Saarland 7 0.7

Sachsen 50 5.2

Sachsen-Anhalt 27 2.8

Schleswig-Holstein 30 3.1

Thüringen 26 2.7

Total 961 100.0

Table 7: Quota distribution per regions in Hun-
gary

Hungary4

Region n %

Dél-Alföld
(Southern Great Plains)

134 13.7

Dél-Dunántúl
(Southern Transdanubia)

101 10.3

Közép-Dunántúl
(Central Transdanubia)

106 10.8

Közép-Magyarország
(Central Hungary)

284 29.0

Nyugat-Dunántúl
(Western Transdanubia)

92 9.4

Észak-Alföld
(Northern Great Plains)

156 15.9

Észak-Magyarország
(Northern Hungary)

107 10.9

Total 980 100.0

Table 8: Quota distribution per regions in Romania

Romania5

Region n %

Bucuresti - Ilfov (Bucharest - Ilfov) 106 10.9

Centru (Centre) 120 12.3

Nord-Est (North East) 166 17.0

Nord-Vest (North West) 122 12.5

Sud Muntenia (South) 151 15.5

Sud-Est (South East) 133 13.6

Sud-Vest Oltenia (South West) 87 8.9

Vest (West) 91 9.3

Total 976 100.0

Luxembourg: The whole country is considered a region
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2.2.The Online Snowball Survey Method

Once the benefits and the drawbacks from carrying out a web survey have been discussed early

on, we here address the convenience of complementing the aforementioned sample by conducting

a cutting-edge methodology with snowball technique.

Undoubtedly, the sampling of respondents and mobile people is one of the main challenges

faced by researchers who want to develop surveys with migrants. Nevertheless, surveys frequently

under-represent hidden populations since very large numbers of subjects can be required to re-

veal ’low incidence’ phenomena populations (Watters and Biernacki 1989). Therefore, migration

and mobility studies have not overlooked the challenge of facing populations who could be de-

fined as ’hidden’ or ’rare elements’ (Kendall et al. 2008, Muhib et al. 2001, Platt et al. 2006,

Heckathorn 1997) in which case the likelihood of achieving complete sample frames are quite

unlikely.

Literature in health studies (Pequegnat et al. 2007), social sciences (Platt et al. 2006), and

more specifically in migration and refugees studies (Perez et al. 2013, Baltar and Brunet 2012),

have overcome this hurdle by designing mixed strategies, including non probabilistic samples. A

non-probabilistic sample, is one where some members of the survey population have an unknown

or zero chance of selection as a complete and accurate sampling frame is either not used or not

available (Bloch 1999). In this sense, three approaches to sampling rare elements (Kalton and

Anderson 1986) have been used in practice to survey migrant behavior: stratified sampling using

disproportionate sampling fractions with two-phase sampling, snowball sampling and intercept

point sampling, also known as time and space sampling, location sampling or aggregation point

sampling (McKenzie and Mistiaen 2009).

Nevertheless, when analyzing hidden population, snowball sampling (Goodman 1961), is the

most efficient way to obtain respondents through referrals among people who share the same

characteristics (Biernacki and Waldorf 1981, Buchanan and Smith 1999). Accordingly, it also

has been used by governments and institutions to flourish migrant populations; it is the case of

the Mexican Migration Project (Massey and Singer 1995), Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demo-

graphic Institute-Eurostat survey to survey immigrants in Spain (Groenewold and Bilsborrow

2004), among others. Furthermore, the use of a range of social media channels for network

maintenance is well documented in previous research (Haythornthwaite 2005, Ledbetter 2009).

Information technology generally has helped migrants to stay connected to their geographical

origins (Baltar and Brunet 2012, Illenberger and Flötteröd 2012, Rérat 2014), improving the

quality of social life for migrants, but may also pose additional challenges. Social Networks Sites

(SNS) used among migrants therefore can indicate both the need to bridge cultural boundaries

and to keep up with user practices among peers (Binder and Sutcliffe 2014, Dekker and Eng-
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bersen 2014).

Given that there are no actual figures on the number of young people immersed on a migra-

tion process or a mobility experience, especially when considering the whole variety of mobility

types (educational, volunteering, professional, etc.), we followed previous literature combining

and complementing the online panel survey (n=5,499), connecting directly with the young peo-

ple who were immersed, or who have been immersed, in a mobility process, previous or at the

time of the conduction of the survey through a snow-ball. This sample tackled mobile youth

from the consortium countries, involved institutions, youth mobility organizations, professional

networks, NGO, social media as Facebook, Twitter and mailing, providing afterwards survey

respondents’ with access to report summarizing key findings.

Snowball processes consist in an initial sample of subjects, which is then asked to provide

referrals to other subjects in the population of interest (Goodman 1961). Each individual in the

sample is asked to name k different subjects who are part of the mentioned rare population, and

each of these is then asked to name k different subjects who belong to the rare population, and

so on. A necessary condition for successful application of snowballing is that members of a rare

population know each other (Kalton and Anderson 1986). Heckathorn (1997) has shown that

it is possible to obtain a representative sample through chain referral methods, based on the

idea of ’six degrees of separation’, in which each element in a population is linked to each other

through six intermediaries on average. Major concern, then, when running a snowball process,

is to obtain enough starting points from which to snowball, the more likely that the sample will

share characteristics and be more homogeneous in nature than the population from which it is

drawn. Maximizing the number of initial clusters increases the likelihood of a more representa-

tive sample, as does using more starting points from which to snowball. Larger samples quotas

to ensure representation by key demographic variables, the use of multiple starting points for

the snowball chain and drawing just a few links from each chain, are some of the techniques that

have been used (Atkinson and Flint 2001). Then, one way of widening inclusion, and therefore

the representativeness of surveys with migrants, is the use of multiple networking approaches

for the purpose of snowball sampling.
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2.2.1.Research Design and implementation strategy

The panel survey design suggested that the sample composition of non-mobile respondents would

prevail of the number of mobiles. The geographical location requirement highlighted that sam-

pling mobile young population was in itself a critical factor in the project data collection process.

In order to tackle this challenge and capture a larger number of young people with mobility ex-

perience, a second snowball survey was designed, thus counterbalancing the data obtained from

the panel and oversampling the subset of mobile young population.

Based on previous analyses developed by this project of macro data of youth mobility in

Europe at the consortium countries, youth mobility schemes representing main mobility rea-

sons were divided into six subgroups: employment, vocational training, entrepreneurship, social

volunteering, student mobility and pupil exchange. Thus, the snowball focused its efforts dis-

seminating the survey amongst these six subgroups.

The snowball was a continued workflow process, coordinately implemented through consor-

tium members. Two months before the survey was launched, consortium members identified

the core dissemination starting points belonging to each mobility type. Then, after the survey

was launched, the contact register was constantly fed gaining new contacts through recommen-

dations and mobility-driven research.

In order to ensure that the sample was balanced and all mobility experiences well-represented,

in the last question of the survey the respondents were allowed to indicate from which plat-

form/organization/personal contact did they come to know the survey. Thus, allowing the

consortium members to orientate the dissemination workflow.

Figure 2. Identification process of the snowball dissemination points.
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To ensure a positive response rate, each contact point was provided by a protocol to be

followed:

1. To research key contacts belonging to each mobility type

2. To register contact details in the snowball template

3. First wave of dissemination; presenting the MOVE project overall objectives, asking for

their collaboration to disseminate the survey through their related young mobile target

group and registering the response

4. Second wave of dissemination; In order to ensure an ongoing collaboration all over the

process, the consortium members launched two more reminders

5. Third and last:

Figure 3. Dissemination process of the snowball.

The dissemination contact points ranged from institutions, to companies, personal contacts,

young mobiles or Facebook groups as the following table shows.

In order to be able to implement the dissemination strategy through social networks, each

country member created profiles. These were used to address formal organizations and to par-

ticipate in informal groups, where only individual profiles may join the group.
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In terms of communication and language, the dissemination messages were adapted to re-

ceptors and media, developing three different strategies:

– Direct and informal messages in social networks

– Official and formal letters for institutions and National Expert Committees (NEC) of each

consortium member

– Direct and formal messages for personal contacts and case study contacts gained through

the WP3 qualitative interviews

The consortium members were provided with several text examples adapted to a variety of

receptors and a weekly report with the total number of completed surveys per country, thus

allowing members to monitor the progress and evaluate the results of their media strategy.

Table 9: Number of contact points by type of mobility

Type of mobility No contacts

General 1,856
Pupils exchange 134
Student mobility 2384
Volunteering service 131
Employment 103
Vocational training 322
Entrepreneurship 243

All the information arising along through the process was compiled by each consortium mem-

ber in a contact database. That register served as field control for each country to follow up its

performance and showed the aggregate number of both formal and informal points contacted,

comprising institutions, organizations, social networks and individuals relevant in each target

group.
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Table 10: Research and contact strategy of the dissemination points, by type of mobility

T. mobility Contact points Research Strategy Via

General

National and Regional
Youth Agencies

MOVE data base and
regional governments websites

Formal e-mail

National Experts Committee (NECs) MOVE database* Formal e-mail

Embassies
Ministries of
Foreign Affairs directories

Formal e-mail

Informal Facebook groups
of people living abroad

Facebook research using keywords as
”ORIGIN COUNTRY PEOPLE
+ in + HOST COUNTRY/CITY”
or ” ORIGIN COUNTRY PEOPLE + living
+ in HOST COUNTRY/CITY”

-Joining Facebook groups
and posting on group walls
-Contacting FB administrators and
asking for collaboration to
post our message

Europe Direct
European Commission national
contact points directory

Formal e-mail

Official language schools
Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sports directory

Formal e-mail

Personal contacts
MOVE team personal
contact networks

Informal messages through
Whattsapp, Facebook, e-mail

Pupils exchange
Public schools Education Departments

-Formal e-mail
-Telephone calls

Pupils exchange companies
(mainly based on language,
sports and summer stays programs)

Internet research using
keywords as ”ORIGIN COUNTRY
+ language exchange + students
+ programs + abroad”

-Formal e-mail
-Website contact forms
-Contacting FB administrators
and asking for collaboration to
post our message

Pupils exchange case studies MOVE database Informal e-mail

Student mobility

Erasmus+ National agency Internet research, NECs Formal e-mail
Universities Vice-Chancellors
of International Relations
and Universities International
Exchange Offices (OUTGOING)

Internet research Formal e-mail

International students associations
and Facebook groups

NECs, Facebook groups research
using keywords like
”ORIGIN COUNTRY PEOPLE + ERASMUS
+ in + HOST COUNTRY/CITY ”

-Joining Facebook groups
and posting on group walls
-Contacting FB administrators
and asking for collaboration
to post our message

Student mobility case studies MOVE database Informal e-mail

Volunteering service

National, regional and
local volunteering service confederations,
programs and offices

European Voluntary Service
National Agencies,
Internet research using keywords
as ”ORIGIN COUNTRY
+ volunteering + program
+ young people + office”

-Formal e-mails
-Filling-in contact forms
-Contacting FB administrators and
asking for collaboration to
post our message

NGO’s
Internet research using keywords
as ”NGO + ORIGIN COUNTRY + volunteers”

-Formal e-mails
-Website contact forms

Volunteering service case studies MOVE database Informal e-mail

Employment

Chambers of Commerce National Chambers of Commerce directory Formal e-mail
EURES (the European Jobs Network) NEC Formal e-mail

Au-pairs organizations
and Facebook groups

Facebook groups research
using keywords as
”ORIGIN COUNTRY PEOPLE
+ au-pairs + HOST COUNTRY”

-Formal e-mail
-Joining Facebook groups and
posting on group walls

Case studies MOVE database Informal e-mail

Vocational training

National Erasmus
+ vocational training agency

Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sports directory

Formal e-mail

Vocational training high schools
Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sports directory

Formal e-mail

Language schools
Internet research using keywords as
”ORIGIN COUNTRY + languages + dual VET”

Formal e-mail

Case studies MOVE database Informal e-mail

Entrepreneurship

Chambers of Commerce
National Chambers of
Commerce directory

Formal e-mail

Erasmus+ for entrepreneur’s
national contact point

Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sports directory

Formal e-mail

Entrepreneurial associations
Internet research using key words as
”ORIGIN COUNTRY + young
+ entrepreneurship + international”

-Formal e-mail
-Website contact forms

Co-working spaces and entrepreneurial hubs
Internet research using keywords
as ”co-working + NAME CITY”

-Formal e-mail
-Website contact forms

Case studies MOVE data base Informal e-mail
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*During the WP4 dissemination we compiled a database of 5485 starting points, gathering

public data from institutions, NGO’s, facebook groups, etc. to disseminate the survey. Please

note this database included only public available information and when making reference to a

personal contact personal data or e-mails were not provided.

The recorded fields in the contact database were:

Platform: Means of communication used:

– Email

– Facebook

– Twitter

– Linkedin

– Others

Mobility Type: Main mobility related, tagged as:

– General

– EN (Entrepeneurship)

– VT (vocational training)

– WORK

– VO (voluntary)

– UNI (university)

– PU (pupils)

Country: Name of host country

Community/group name: Official group name

Access: Type of access to come into contact with the group or individual, tagged as:

– Public

– Private

Type of contact: Tagged as:

– Informal (e.g. an Au-pair Facebook group)

– Formal (e.g. a Vice-dean of international relations)
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Members: Number of members (only for groups and communities)

Link: URL.

e-mail

Description: Short description of the institution/group activity.

Register date: When the contact was identified

First contact date: Date when the institution/organization/social network group/individual

has been contacted for the first time.

First contact results: tagged as:

– COLLABORATION (in the case of organizations/institutions)/ACCEPTED (for individ-

uals/social network)

– NON COLLABORATION / NOT ACCEPTED.

Second contact date: The date on which the contact points were reached for second time.

Second contact results: tagged as:

– COLLABORATION (for organizations/institutions)/ACCEPTED (for individuals/social

network).

– NON COLLABORATION / NOT ACCEPTED.

Third contact date: The date on which the contact points were reached for third time.

Third contact results: tagged as:

– COLLABORATION (for organizations/institutions)/ACCEPTED (for individuals/social

network).

– NON COLLABORATION / NOT ACCEPTED.

Total reminders: Total number of reminders sent.
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2.2.2.Survey Design and Field Research

The questionnaire design process followed the same workflow as the Online Panel Survey ques-

tionnaire, considering that we replied the same one with some exceptions related to the non-

mobile questions which were deleted.

That said, the survey design and field research were as follows:

• The Snowball online survey was implemented by GfK according to the extension of the

panel contract, that was awarded on the basis of best value for money, (Art. 13 AMGA),

and disseminated by the team members of the consortium following a coordinated strategy

• Universe:

– Mobile people or people with mobility experience

– Between 18 and 29 years old

– Holding one of the participant countries citizenship or who have been in the school

system of the participating countries before leaving school (Germany, Hungary, Lux-

embourg, Norway, Romania and Spain).

• Methodology: non-probabilistic snowball

• Sample size: n=3207

• GfK quality control:

– Review of 100% of the questionnaires daily, so incomplete or wrong questionnaires

were deleted to do not distort quotas

– Filling time: If filling time was too short, did not adjust to the number of questions

or the media, the questionnaire was deleted

– Trend analysis: It was checked that interviewee did not answered every time the same

in scale questions

– Open questions analysis: Open answers were checked. If they were not filled, or

make sense the questionnaire was deleted. Consistency in similar questions: Check

for incoherent questions, preferences, etc.

• Languages: Available in English, French, German, Hungarian, Norwegian (Nynorsk and

Bökmal), Luxembourgish, German for Luxembourg, Romanian and Spanish

• Duration: 15-25 minutes

• Fieldwork dates: The snowball survey was launched on 7th December 2016, reached its

period of peak activity from 19th December 2016 to 31st January 2017, and ended on 05th

February 2017.
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• Sample per country:A questionnaire was assigned to a consortium country if the respondent

had that country nationality or obtained his/her secondary certificate or studied the last

year if not finished in that country.

Table 11: Snowball sample per country

Country Sample

Spain 1,165

Germany 1,124

Hungary 157

Norway 176

Romania 354

Luxembourg 231

2.2.3.The Data

The survey is a self answered web questionnaire, which contains a total of fifty seven questions,

accounting filter questions in order to target the public of interest, divided by compulsory and

optional questions. All considered, the survey was configured to be answered in 15-30 minutes

as much.

Confidentiality disclosure

At the beginning of the survey there is a privacy declaration according to European laws:

”The data collected will be used only for the research project mentioned above. All data is confidential and

will be processed once the identifying information for each respondent has been removed. The research team

follows a specific protocol for the confidential and anonymous treatment of all data collected. All requested

information will be removed after completing the fieldwork verification process, making it impossible to

identify the individual responses of the participants so that the data can only be dealt with in aggregate

form. Data is stored for up to 10 years. The personal data mentioned in this form shall be processed

in accordance with Directive 95/46/ EC of the European Parliament and the Council Regulation of 24

October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data”.
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2.2.4.Quota checks based on sample variables

Given the particularities of the snowball survey design, the quota distribution by countries was

built on a recoding variable based on the following assumptions:6

• If the respondent’s nationality is one of the Consortium’s countries, is recoded as so

• If does not, but attend/ed secondary school in one of them, then is recoded as such

Table 12: Sample size and quota per country

Country Sample Sex Male Sex Female Age 18-24 Age 25-29

freq % % % % %

Spain 1,165 36.3 30.6 69.4 61.4 38.6

Norway 176 5.5 34.1 65.9 61.9 38.1

Germany 1,124 35.0 25.4 74.6 68.1 31.9

Luxembourg 231 7.2 30.7 69.3 68.0 32.0

Hungary 157 4.9 26.1 73.9 63.1 36.9

Romania 354 11.0 26.0 74.0 63.6 36.4

6It will be explained further in detail on the subsection ”Auxiliary Variables”
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2.3.Survey topics

The questionnaire was structured by the topics of interest for the project encompassing a com-

prehensive set of questions providing a broad view of reasons, motivations and conditions of

mobile and non-mobile respondents.

– Sampling questions: In order to check the suitability of respondents to this project, ques-

tions of age, nationality, and place in which the secondary school certificate was obtained,

act as filters letting the respondent continuing with the fulfilling of the questionnaire

– Mobility experience: In this subset there are questions related to:

– Whether or not the respondent has been abroad

– Obstacles the respondent faced

– Formal support the respondent used to gather information or arrange its mobility

– Informal support the respondent used to gather information or arrange its mobility

– Funding

– Means of travel

– Main activities the respondent did during his/her stay abroad

– Future expectations due to his/her mobility experience

– Transnationality : In this section we looked for information related to the respondent’s

social engagement (friendship, family relationships), political participation, economic ac-

tivity (economic support or sending money abroad), and their involvement in cultural

activities in both, their country of birth and residence, during their stay abroad. Addi-

tionally, a brief question about their values, identity and national roots are also included

– Socio-demographics: The usual questions in regard of socio-demographic issues were also

asked, with special focus on education, languages, occupation and family background.

There is also a particular interest on respondents education, volunteering, professional or

entrepreneurship activities as a cause or a consequence of mobility

– Agency and Social Networks: Finally, a subset of questions were included in order to

disentangle how the targetted population make their decisions to whether or not going

abroad. A small number of questions revolve around the communication and contact the

respondents maintain with both, relatives and friends living abroad or in their country of

residence
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3.List of Variables

This section presents and defines the set of variables included in the dataset in order of appear-

ance in the questionnaire attached.

The following information will be displayed on each variable:

– Survey Question Number7

– Original Question: The question as it appears in the online panel and snowball surveys

– Variable Code: The code of each variable as it appears in the dataset

– Type of Variable: In order to easily understand how variables are coded

– Variable Label: The label of each variable as it appears in the dataset

– Values: The unit of measurement given to the answers

– Value Labels: The meaning of those units of measurement

– Special conditions: In case of being a filter question it would be noted and filter conditions

would be specified. In the case of being an optional question it would be also noted,

considering compulsory as default

Survey Question Number: Country (PQN1) / (No correspondence with Snowball Survey)

Original Question: Where do you currently live?

Variable Code: Qcountry

Variable Label: Qcountry

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values Labels

1 Spain

2 Norway

3 Germany

4 Luxembourg

5 Hungary

6 Romania

7Here is presented the number of the question for both online and snowball questionnaires. Most of the ques-
tions are the same in both of them. PQNx refers to the number of the question in the online panel questionnaire,
and SQNx in the case of snowball questionnaire. Some of the questions only refers to one of the questionnaires,
so it is only specified for one of them.
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Survey Question Number: PQN2 / SQN2

Original Question: How old are you?

Variable Code: Q1a 2

Variable Label: Age

Type of Variable: Scale

Values: 1-99

Filter: if an answer is not in the range of 18-29 the respondent is not allowed to continue

Survey Question Number: PQN2r / SQN2r

Original Question: -

Variable Code: Age Rec spain

Variable Label: Age recoded for quotas

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Labels: 1 = 18-24; 2 = 25-29

Survey Question Number: PQN3 / SQN3

Original Question: Are you?

Variable Code: Q1b

Variable Label: Sex

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Labels: 1 = Male; 2 = Female
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Survey Question Number: Regions of Romania

Original Question: -

Variable Code: Rou reg

Variable Label: Regions of Romania 8

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values Labels

1 ILFOV

2 BUCURESTI

3 ALBA

4 BRASOV

5 COVASNA

6 HARGHITA

7 MURES

8 SIBIU

9 BACAU

10 BOTOSANI

11 IASI

12 NEAMT

13 SUCEAVA

14 VASLUI

15 BIHOR

16 BISTRITA-NASAUD

17 CLUJ

18 MARAMURES

19 SATU MARE

20 SALAJ

21 ARGES

Values Labels

22 DAMBOVITA

23 CALARASI

24 IALOMITA

25 GIURGIU

26 PRAHOVA

27 TELEORMAN

28 BRAILA

29 BUZAU

30 CONSTANTA

31 GALATI

32 TULCEA

33 VRANCEA

34 DOLJ

35 GORJ

36 MEHEDINTI

37 OLT

38 VALCEA

39 ARAD

40 CARAS-SEVERIN

41 HUNEDOARA

42 TIMIS

Survey Question Number: PQN4 / SQN4

Original Question: Which region do you live in? / Which region do you come from?

Variable Code: Q1c

Variable Label: Region

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter (Panel Questionnaire): {if PQN1=1, PQN4=(18 thru 33)} {if PQN1=10, PQN4=(1

thru 17, 68)} {if PQN1=15, PQN4=(34 thru 40)} {if PQN1=24, PQN4=(41 thru 59)} {if
PQN1=30, PQN4=(60 thru 67)} {if PQN1=22, this question was not shown since the whole

country was considered a region}
Filter (Snowball Questionnaire): Regions were displayed according to QCountryRec

8In the dataset this answer is recoded as NUTS2 as the rest of countries involved in the project except Germany
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Values Labels

1 Andalućıa

2 Aragón

3 Asturias, Principado de

4 Balears, Illes

5 Canarias

6 Cantabria

7 Castilla y León

8 Castilla - La Mancha

9 Catalunya

10 Comunitat Valenciana

11 Extremadura

12 Galicia

13 Madrid, Comunidad de

14 Murcia, Región de

15 Navarra, Comunidad Foral de

16 Páıs Vasco

17 Rioja, La

18 Baden-Württemberg

19 Bayern

20 Berlin

21 Brandenburg

22 Bremen

23 Hamburg

24 Hessen

25 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

26 Niedersachsen

27 Nordrhein-Westfalen

28 Rheinland-Pfalz

29 Saarland

30 Sachsen

31 Sachsen-Anhalt

32 Schleswig-Holstein

33 Thüringen

34 Dél-Alföld (Southern Great Plains)

Values Labels

35 Dél-Dunántúl (Southern Transdanubia)

36 Közép-Dunántúl (Central Transdanubia)

37 Közép-Magyarország (Central Hungary)

38 Nyugat-Dunántúl (Western Transdanubia)

39 Észak-Alföld (Northern Great Plains)

40 Észak-Magyarország (Northern Hungary)

41 Østfold

42 Akershus

43 Oslo

44 Hedmark

45 Oppland

46 Buskerud

47 Vestfold

48 Telemark

49 Aust-Agder

50 Vest-Agder

51 Rogaland

52 Hordaland

53 Sogn og Fjordane

54 Møre og Romsdal

55 Sør-Trøndelag

56 Nord-Trøndelag

57 Nordland

58 Troms - Romsa

59 Finnmark - Finnmárku

60 Bucuresti - Ilfov (Bucharest - Ilfov)

61 Centru (Centre)

62 Nord-Est (North East)

63 Nord-Vest (North West)

64 Sud Muntenia (South)

65 Sud-Est (South East)

66 Sud-Vest Oltenia (South West)

67 Vest (West)
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Survey Question Number: PQN5 / SQN5

Original Question: What is your nationality or nationalities if you hold more than one?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: if PQN5 / SQN5 6= {Q201,Q2010,Q2015,Q2020,Q2022,Q2028} the respondent is not

allowed to continue

Var. Code Var. Label

Q201 Nationality Germany

Q202 Nat. Austria

Q203 Nat. Belgium

Q204 Nat. Bulgaria

Q205 Nat. Chipre

Q206 Nat. Croatia

Q207 Nat. Denmark

Q208 Nat. Slovakia

Q209 Nat. Slovenia

Q210 Nat. Spain

Q211 Nat. Estonia

Q212 Nat. Finland

Q213 Nat. France

Q214 Nat. Greece

Q215 Nat. Hungary

Q216 Nat. Ireland

Q217 Nat. Italy

Var. Code Var. Label

Q218 Nationality Latvia

Q219 Nat. Lithuania

Q220 Nat. Luxembourg

Q221 Nat. Malta

Q222 Nat. Norway

Q223 Nat. The Netherlands

Q224 Nat. Poland

Q225 Nat. Portugal

Q226 Nat. United Kingdom

Q227 Nat. Czech Republic

Q228 Nat. Romania

Q229 Nat. Sweden

Q230 Nat. Other European Country

Q231 Nat. Other Asian Country

Q232 Nat. Other African Country

Q233 Nat. Other North American country

Q234 Nat. Other Latin American country

Q235 Nat. Other Oceanic country

Survey Question Number: PQN6 / SQN6

Original Question: In which country did you obtain your secondary school certificate? (If

you have not finished your secondary school, in which country did you spend the last year of

your school years)?

Variable Code: Q3

Variable Label: Country of secondary school certificate

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: if PQN5 / SQN5 6= {Q201,Q2010,Q2015,Q2020,Q2022,Q2028} or PQN6 / SQN6 6= {1-

6}, the respondent is not allowed to continue
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Values Labels

1 Spain

2 Norway

3 Germany

4 Luxembourg

5 Hungary

6 Romania

7 Other

Survey Question Number: PQN7 / SQN7

Original Question: Have you ever been abroad?

Variable Code: Q4

Variable Label: Times travelled abroad

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Values Labels

1 No, never

2 Yes, 1-5 times

3 Yes, 6-10 times

4 Yes, 11-20 times

5 Yes, more than 20 times

Survey Question Number: PQN8 / SQN8

Original Question: Have you ever been in another country for longer than 2 weeks for a reason

DIFFERENT than tourism or visiting relatives?

Variable Code: Q5

Variable Label: Travel abroad for other reason than tourism or family matters (> 2 weeks)

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and labels: 1 = Yes; 2 = No

Filter: if chosen 1 the respondent will be considered as MOBILE. If chosen 2 it will be consid-

ered as NONMOBILE. If PQN7 = 1 + PQN8 = 2, then jump to PQN9. If SQN8 = 2, end survey.

Survey Question Number: PQN9a / SQN9a

Original Question: What countries have you travelled to for longer than 2 weeks, for reasons

DIFFERENT than tourism or visiting relatives?

Variable Code: Q6 1 Q6a - Q6 5 Q6a (The respondent can provide 5 different destinations)

Variable Label: Destination country 1-5
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Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter 1: The answers of this question build the token country that will appear to the respondent

from now on.

Filter 2: if values = {30,31,32,33,34,35} the respondent is not allowed to continue

Values Value Labels

1 Germany

2 Austria

3 Belgium

4 Bulgaria

5 Chipre

6 Croacia

7 Denmark

8 Slovakia

9 Slovenia

10 Spain

11 Estonia

12 Finland

13 France

14 Greece

15 Hungary

16 Ireland

17 Italy

Values Value Labels

18 Latvia

19 Lithuania

20 Luxembourg

21 Malta

22 Norway

23 The Netherlands

24 Poland

25 Portugal

26 United Kingdom

27 Czech Republic

28 Romania

29 Sweden

30 Other European Country

31 Other Asian Country

32 Other African Country

33 Other North American country

34 Other Latin American country

35 Other Oceanic country
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Survey Question Number: PQN9b / SQN9b

Original Question: Start of mobility

Variable Code: Q6 1 Q6b - Q6 5 Q6b

Variable Label: Beginning of mobility 1-5

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: This answer creates the token year for the rest of the questionnaire

Values Labels

1 1986

2 1987

3 1988

4 1989

5 1990

6 1991

7 1992

8 1993

9 1994

10 1995

Values Labels

11 1996

12 1997

13 1998

14 1999

15 2000

16 2001

17 2002

18 2003

19 2004

20 2005

Values Labels

21 2006

22 2007

23 2008

24 2009

25 2010

26 2011

27 2012

28 2013

29 2014

30 2015

31 2016

Survey Question Number: PQN9c / SQN9c

Original Question: Lenght of stay

Variable Code: Q6 1 Q6c to Q6 5 Q6c

Variable Label: Length of Stay 1-5

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Values Labels

1 Less than a month

2 1 month

3 2 months

4 3 months

5 4 months

6 5 months

7 6 months

8 7 months

9 8 months

Values Labels

10 9 months

11 10 months

12 11 months

13 12 months

14 1 and a half year

15 2 years

16 3 years

17 4 years

18 5 years

19 More than 5 years
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Survey Question Number: PQN9d / SQN9d

Original Question: Main reason of mobility

Variable Code: Q6 1 Q6d to Q6 5 Q6d

Variable Label: Main reason of mobility 1-5

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values Labels

1 Studies: academic exchange (primary or secondary school)

[Appears in PQN9e ={1,16,17}]
2 Studies: vocational training [Appears in PQN9e ={2,15,16,17}]
3 Studies: A part of studies taken abroad (Erasmus)

[Appears in PQN9e ={3,5,8,14,16,17}]
4 Studies: Entire programme abroad (Ba, Ma, PhD)

[Appears in PQN9e ={2,5,8,14,16,17}]
5 Studies: Language courses [Appears in PQN9e ={1,9,10,13,16,17}]
6 Work experience/internship: As part of higher education studies

[Appears in PQN9e ={2,4, 9,12,14,16,17}]
7 Work experience/internship: As part of vocational training

[Appears in PQN9e ={2,15,16,17}]
8 Work experience/internship: As part of a programme addressed to entrepreneurs

[Appears in PQN9e ={7,16,17}]
9 Voluntary work / voluntary service [Appears in PQN9e ={11,16,17}]
10 Work-related reason (to work, to seek for a job)

[Appears in PQN9e ={4,12,16,17}]
12 Au-Pair [Appears in PQN9e ={7,16,17}]
13 Entrepreneurial/working for my own business [Appears in PQN9e ={1,17}]
14 Others

* Value 11 is missing
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Survey Question Number: PQN9e / SQN9e

Original Question: Program used

Variable Code: Q6 1 Q6e to Q6 5 Q6e

Variable Label: Program Used 1 - 5

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values Labels

1 Erasmus+ school (Comenius)

2 Erasmus+ vocational education and training (Leonardo da Vinci)

3 Erasmus+ Higher education (Erasmus)

4 Erasmus+ For young people and youth workers

5 Erasmus+ International Cooperation (Mundus, Tempus, Alfa, Edulink, etc.)

6 Erasmus+ adult learning (Grundtvig)

7 Erasmus+ Young Entrepreneurs

8 Erasmus+Jean Monnet

9 Erasmus+ Youth non formal and informal learning (Youth in action)

10 Erasmus+ sports

11 European Voluntary Service

12 Your first job EURES

13 European for citizens programme

14 Marie Curie

15 MobiPro

16 Others

17 None

Survey Question Number: PQN9f / SQN9f

Original Question: Rated experience

Variable Code: Q6 1 Q6f to Q6 5 Q6f

Variable Label:Rate experience 1-5

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Values Labels

1 1 Very bad

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5 Very good
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Survey Question Number: PQN10 / SQN10

Original Question: Are these sentences true for you?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values: 1= Yes; 2= No; 3= N.A.

Variable Code Variable Label

Q8 1 c Siblings study abroad

Q8 2 c Parents study abroad

Q8 3 c Friends study abroad

Q8 4 c Friends do student exchange

Q8 5 c Sibling recommend study abroad

Q8 6 c Parents recommend study abroad

Q8 7 c Friends recommend study abroad

Survey Question Number: PQN11 / SQN11

Original Question: Generally speaking, what reasons do you consider most important to

spend some time/move abroad?

Variable Code: Q91 to Q93

Variable Label: Most important reason to move abroad 1-3

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values Labels

1 Previous knowledge of the language (convenience)

2 To learn/improve languages

3 Family related reasons

4 Personal relationships in the chosen country (friends/family)

5 Studies related reasons

6 To improve working conditions

7 To be unable to find a job in my own country

8 The financial situation in my own country

9 The political situation in my own country

10 Personal health reasons

11 In order to improve opportunities for personal/professional development

12 Feeling attracted to the culture /country

13 Having been there before

14 For love, getting together with partner

15 Other(s)

16 I have no interest to spend some time/move abroad
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Survey Question Number: PQN12 / SQN12

Original Question: Who played an important role in your decision to go (or not to go) abroad?

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Variable Code Variable Label

Q10 1 c Myself to go abroad

Q10 2 c My parents to go abroad

Q10 3 c Other relatives to go abroad

Q10 4 c Friends to go abroad

Q10 5 c Partner to go abroad

Q10 6 c Acquaintances to go abroad

Q10 7 c Others to go abroad

Values Labels

1 Not at all

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 A very important role

6 DK/NR

Survey Question Number: PQN13 / SQN13

Original Question: Generally speaking, which obstacles do you face/have you faced to spend

some time/move abroad?

Variable Code: Q111 to 13

Variable Label: Obstacles faced to move abroad 1-3

Type of Variable: Nominal

Conditions: 3 options max.

Values Labels

1 Lack of sufficient language skills

2 Lack of support or information

3 Difficulties to register in education/training

4 Obstacles or differences in recognition of qualifications

5 Difficulties finding a job abroad

6 Difficulties to obtain a work permit abroad

7 A worse welfare system (pensions/healthcare)

8 My partner is not willing to move

9 Psychological well-being (fear of suffering from stress/loneliness/sadness)

10 Financial commitments in my current place of residency (e.g. bank loans or owning a property)

11 Lack of financial resources to move abroad

12 I did not experience any barrier or difficulty
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Survey Question Number: PQN14 / SQN14

Original Question: Thinking about that stay abroad, which sources of information were useful

to prepare your stay in token country in token year?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0= No; 1 = Yes

Filter: MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q12 new01 Teacher or tutor

Q12 new02 International University offices at home

Q12 new03 International offices of the foreign University

Q12 new04 University websites

Q12 new05 Government youth information offices

Q12 new06 Youth associations

Q12 new07 Search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc.)

Q12 new08 Online communities/social networks (Facebook. . . )

Q12 new09 Friends

Q12 new10 Relatives

Q12 new11 Job or education fairs

Q12 new12 Employment agencies

Q12 new13 Job websites

Q12 new14 Press

Q12 new15 Government websites of the targeted country

Q12 new16 Government websites from origin country

Q12 new17 EURES (The European Job Mobility Portal)

Q12 new18 Voluntary service agencies

Q12 new19 Others
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Survey Question Number: PQN15 / SQN15

Original Question: How did you travel to token country in token year?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1= Yes

Filter: MOBILE
Variable Code Variable Label

Q131 Flight

Q132 Low cost flight

Q133 Train

Q134 Bus

Q135 Car

Q136 Ferry

Q137 Other

Survey Question Number: PQN16 / SQN16

Original Question: Why did you choose a particular city/town/village when you went to

token country in token year?

Variable Code: Q141 to Q143

Variable Label: Criteria taken into account 1-3

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: MOBILE
Values Labels

1 I feel attracted to the cultural offer

2 It is a place with cosmopolitan atmosphere

3 I like the atmosphere/landscape

4 Many people from my home country live there

5 It is the only place that my University/School offered

6 I know there are a lot of young people who live there

7 Others
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Survey Question Number: PQN17/ SQN17

Original Question: How did you finance your stay in token country in token year?

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: MOBILE
Variable Code Variable Label

Q15a 1 c Financed by European mobility programmes (Youth in Action, Erasmus+, others)

Q15a 2 c Financed by National study grants

Q15a 3 c Financed by Family assistance

Q15a 4 c Financed by Business programmes/funded by employer

Q15a 5 c Financed by Private funds/savings

Q15a 6 c Financed by Other grants and awards

Q15a 7 c Financed by Working full time or part time

Q15a 8 c Financed by Loan

Q15b Stage of studies in token country token year

Values Labels

1 Non-existant

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 Very important

6 DK/NR

Survey Question Number: PQN18 / SQN18

Original Question: When you were in token country in token year what stage of your studies

were you at?

Variable Code: Q15b

Variable Label Stage of studies in token country token year

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: MOBILE
Values Value Labels

1 Bachelor

2 Master

3 Bachelor & Master

4 PhD

5 Others
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Survey Question Number: PQN19 / SQN19

Original Question: Which aspects were relevant for your student mobility in token country

in token year?

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: MOBILE

Filter: Appears only if PQN9d / SQN9d = {3,4}
Var. Code Var. Label

Q15d 1 c Prestige of the university in the receiving country was relevant for student mobility

Q15d 2 c Quality of teaching in the receiving country was relevant for student mobility

Q15d 3 c The subject cannot be studied in my home country was relevant for student mobility

Q15d 4 c It was a compulsory part of my studies was relevant for student mobility

Q15d 5 c I wanted to study the subject from another point of view was relevant for student mobility

Values and labels: 1 = Yes; 2 = No; 3 = DK/NR

Survey Question Number: PQN20 / SQN20

Original Question: During your stay in token country in token year how much time do you

spend / did you spend carrying out the following activities?

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: MOBILE

Filter: Appears only if PQN9d / SQN9d = {3,4}
Variable Code Variable Label

Q15e 1 c Time spend in Study related activities

Q15e 2 c Time spend in Work

Q15e 3 c Time spend in Tourism

Values Labels

1 No time at all

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 A long time

6 DK/NR
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Survey Question Number: PQN21 / SQN21

Original Question: During your stay in token country token year have you ever taken part or

attended activities in these associations?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q16 1 c1 Collaborated actively with youth or student association

Q16 1 c2
Followed or collaborated through social networks...

with youth or student association

Q16 3 c1 Collaborated actively with educational, artistic, musical or cultural activities

Q16 3 c2
Followed or collaborated through social networks with educational, artistic,

musical or cultural activities

Q16 4 c1 Collaborated actively with sport or leisure association

Q16 4 c2 Followed or collaborated through social networks with sport or leisure association

Q16 5 c1 Collaborated actively with professional association

Q16 5 c2 Followed or through social networks with professional association

Q16 6 c1 Collaborated actively with entrepreneurial association

Q16 6 c2 Followed or collaborated through social network with entrepreneurial association

Q16 7 c1 Collaborated actively with political party or trade union

Q16 7 c2 Followed or collaborated through social network with political party or trade union

Q16 10 c1 Collaborated actively with religious association

Q16 10 c2 Followed or collaborated through social network with religious association

Q16 12 c1 Collaborated actively with HR, women, enviro. . .

Q16 12 c2 Followed or collaborated through social network with HR, women, enviro. . .

Q16 13 c1 Collaborated actively with association for immigrants

Q16 13 c2 Followed or collaborated through social network with association for immigrants

Q16 14 c1 Collaborated actively with Other associations

Q16 14 c2 Followed or collaborated through social network with other associations
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Survey Question Number: PQN22 / SQN22

Original Question: Have you taken part in any of the following cultural/recreational activities

during your stay in token country token year?

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q17 1 c1 Country origin Cultural events

Q17 1 c2 token country Cultural events

Q17 1 c3 Other countries cultural events

Q17 2 c1 [To go to the cinema, watch movies, TV series from..] Country of origin

Q17 2 c2 [To go to the cinema, watch movies, TV series from..] token country

Q17 2 c3 [To go to the cinema, watch movies, TV series from..] Other countries

Q17 3 c1 [To go to a concert, music festivals, dj sessions of. . . ] Country of origin

Q17 3 c2 [To go to a concert, music festivals, dj sessions of. . . ] token country

Q17 3 c3 [To go to a concert, music festivals, dj sessions of. . . ] Other countries

Q17 9 c1 [To buy food or go to restaurants from. . . ] Country of origin

Q17 9 c2 [To buy food or go to restaurants from. . . ] token country

Q17 9 c3 [To buy food or go to restaurants from. . . ] Other countries

Q17 10 c1 [To celebrate traditional celebrations/festivities of. . . ] Country of origin

Q17 10 c2 [To celebrate traditional celebrations/festivities of. . . ] token country

Q17 10 c3 [To celebrate traditional celebrations/festivities of. . . ] Other countries

Q17 11 c1 [To support a sport team from..] Country of origin

Q17 11 c2 [To support a sport team from..] token country

Q17 11 c3 [To support a sport team from..] Other countries

Q17 12 c1 [To play a sport with people from. . . ] Country of origin

Q17 12 c2 [To play a sport with people from. . . ] token country

Q17 12 c3 [To play a sport with people from. . . ] Other countries

Q17 13 c1 [To go to parties or get-together with people from. . . ] Country of origin

Q17 13 c2 [To go to parties or get-together with people from. . . ] token country

Q17 13 c3 [To go to parties or get-together with people from. . . ] Other countries
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Survey Question Number: PQN23 / SQN23

Original Question: During your stay in token country token year did you ever take part in

any of the activities mentioned below?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: MOBILE

Variable Code Variable Label

Q18 1 c1 [To sign a peitition of a campaign] In relation to country of origin

Q18 1 c2
[To sign a peitition of a campaign] In relation to token country

in year token year

Q18 1 c3 [To sign a peitition of a campaign] In relation to country of origin

Q18 1 c4 [To sign a peitition of a campaign] Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 1 c5 [To sign a peitition of a campaign] I did not participate

Q18 2 c1 [To attend a protest/demonstration] In relation to country of origin

Q18 2 c2
[To attend a protest/demonstration]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 2 c3
[To attend a protest/demonstration] In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens

of your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 2 c4 [To attend a protest/demonstration] Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 2 c5 [To attend a protest/demonstration] I did not participate

Q18 3 c1 [To participate in a strike] In relation to country of origin

Q18 3 c2 [To participate in a strike] In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 3 c3
[To participate in a strike] In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens

of your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 3 c4 [To participate in a strike] Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 3 c5 [To participate in a strike] I did not participate

Q18 4 c1
[To participate in an illegal protest (stopping traffic, occupying private property)]

In relation to country of origin

Q18 4 c2
[To participate in an illegal protest (stopping traffic, occupying private property)]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 4 c3

[To participate in an illegal protest (stopping traffic, occupying private

property)] In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens of your country

that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 4 c4
[To participate in an illegal protest (stopping traffic, occupying private

property)] Global affairs (Sex, ecology, human rights)
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Q18 4 c5
[To participate in an illegal protest (stopping traffic, occupying private property)]

I did not participate

Q18 5 c1
[To buy products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

In relation to country of origin

Q18 5 c2
[To buy products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 5 c3

[To buy products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens

of your country that lived in token country

in year token year

Q18 5 c4
[To buy products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

Global affairs (sex,ecology, human rights)

Q18 5 c5
[To buy products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

I did not participate

Q18 6 c1
[To boycott products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

In relation to country of origin

Q18 6 c2
[To boycott products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 6 c3

[To boycott products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens

of your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 6 c4
[To boycott products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 6 c5
[To boycott products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

I did not participate

Q18 7 c1 [To contact (or try to contact) a politician] In relation to country of origin

Q18 7 c2
[To contact (or try to contact) a politician]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 7 c3

[To contact (or try to contact) a politician]

In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens of

your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 7 c4
[To contact (or try to contact) a politician]

Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 7 c5 [To contact (or try to contact) a politician] I did not participate

Q18 8 c1
[To contact or try to contact a local, national or regional civil servant]

In relation to country of origin

Q18 8 c2
[To contact or try to contact a local, national or regional civil servant]

In relation to token country in year token year
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Q18 8 c3

[To contact or try to contact a local, national or regional civil servant]

In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens

of your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 8 c4
[To contact or try to contact a local, national or regional civil servant]

Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 8 c5
[To contact or try to contact a local, national or regional civil servant]

I did not participate

Q18 9 c1
[To donate or raise money fora an ethical, political or environmental reason]

In relation to country of origin

Q18 9 c2
[To donate or raise money fora an ethical, political or environmental reason]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 9 c3

[To donate or raise money fora an ethical, political or environmental reason]

In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens

of your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 9 c4
[To donate or raise money fora an ethical, political or environmental reason]

Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 9 c5
[To donate or raise money fora an ethical, political or environmental reason]

I did not participate

Q18 10 c1 [To attend a politicial meeting or gathering] In relation to country of origin

Q18 10 c2
[To attend a politicial meeting or gathering]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 10 c3

[To attend a politicial meeting or gathering]

In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens

of your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 10 c4
[To attend a politicial meeting or gathering]

Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 10 c5 [To attend a politicial meeting or gathering] I did not participate

Q18 11 c1 [To collaborate in a social action platform] In relation to country of origin

Q18 11 c2
[To collaborate in a social action platform]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 11 c3

[To collaborate in a social action platform]

In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens

of your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 11 c4
[To collaborate in a social action platform] Global affairs

(sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 11 c5 [To collaborate in a social action platform] I did not participate

Q18 12 c1
[To carry or wear symbols which support a specific cause]

In relation to country of origin
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Q18 12 c2
[To carry or wear symbols which support a specific cause]

In relation to token country in year token year

Q18 12 c3

[To carry or wear symbols which support a specific cause]

In relation to rights and conditions of the citizens of

your country that lived in token country in year token year

Q18 12 c4
[To carry or wear symbols which support a specific cause]

Global affairs (sex, ecology, human rights)

Q18 12 c5 [To carry or wear symbols which support a specific cause] I did not participate

Survey Question Number: PQN24 / SQN24

Original Question: During your stay in token country token year have you stayed informed

of events happening in your country and host country?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q19 1 c1 [You follow the news on radio or TV] From your home country

Q19 1 c2 [You follow the news on radio or TV] From token country

Q19 1 c3 [You follow the news on radio or TV] From your home country

Q19 2 c1 [You read the newspapers (printed or digital)]From your home country

Q19 2 c2 [You read the newspapers (printed or digital)]From token country

Q19 2 c3 [You read the newspapers (printed or digital)] International

Q19 3 c1 [Through websites or blogs]From your home country

Q19 3 c2 [Through websites or blogs]From token country

Q19 3 c3 [Through websites or blogs]International

Q19 4 c1
[Through social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc.)]

From your home country

Q19 4 c2
[Through social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc.)]

From token country

Q19 4 c3
[Through social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc.)]

International
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Survey Question Number: PQN25 / SQN25

Original Question: Regarding your financial transactions, during your stay in token country

token year, please, mark an option

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: MOBILE
Variable Code Variable Label

Q20 1 c

Sent money to people,

invested or contributed to associations

in your country while living abroad

Q20 2 c

Sent money to people,

invested or contributed to

associations in another country

Values Labels

1 Never

2 On the one-off occasion

3
Regularly (monthly,

every three months, annually)

Survey Question Number: PQN26 / SQN26

Original Question: Did you vote in the last elections?

Type of Variable: Nominal

Variable Code Variable Label

Q21 1 c
Voted in general elections

or presidential elections at home

Q21 2 c
Voted in general elections

or presidential elections abroad

Q21 3 c Voted in regional elections at home

Q21 4 c Voted in regional elections abroad

Q21 5 c Voted in Local elections at home

Q21 6 c Voted in Local elections abroad

Q21 7 c
Voted referendum

(Europe, Scotland, Greece, Brexit, etc)

Q21 8 c Voted university or students elections

Values Labels

1 Yes

2
No, because the process

was very complicated

3
No, because I did not have

voting rights

4
No (I did not want to, I forgot to,

I missed the deadline)

5 DK/NR
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Survey Question Number: PQN27 / SQN27

Original Question: While you were in token country in token year who did you stay in touch

with at least once a week...?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q22 new01 Stay in touch at least once a week with partner from your country

Q22 new02 Stay in touch at least once a week with partner from token country

Q22 new03 Stay in touch at least once a week with partner from other country

Q22 new04 Stay in touch at least once a week with relatives from your country

Q22 new05 Stay in touch at least once a week with relatives in token country

Q22 new06 Stay in touch at least once a week with relatives from other country

Q22 new07 Stay in touch at least once a week with friends from your country

Q22 new08 Stay in touch at least once a week with friends from token country

Q22 new09 Stay in touch at least once a week with friends from other country

Q22 new10 Stay in touch at least once a week with acquaintances from your country

Q22 new11 Stay in touch at least once a week with acquaintances from token country

Q22 new12 Stay in touch at least once a week with acquaintances from other country

Survey Question Number: PQN28 / SQN28

Original Question: Regarding the expectations before you started your stay abroad in to-

ken country token year, to what extent were they met?

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: MOBILE
Variable Code Variable Label

Q23 1 c Expectations achieved acceptance/adjustement in new society

Q23 2 c Expectations achieved personal experience

Q23 3 c Expectations achieved language acquisition

Q23 4 c Expectations achieved education/training

Q23 5 c Expectations achieved professional experience

Q23 6 c Expectations achieved income/salary
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Values Labels

1 Were not fulfilled

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 Exceeded my expectations

6 NA

Survey Question Number: PQN29 / (No correspondence with Snowball Survey)

Original Question: Who did you stay in touch with at least once a week...?

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Variable tyoe: Dichotomous Filter: NON-MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q24 new1 Stay in touch at least once a week with Partner from your country

Q24 new2 Stay in touch at least once a week with Partner from other country

Q24 new3 Stay in touch at least once a week with Relatives from your country

Q24 new4 Stay in touch at least once a week with Relatives from other country

Q24 new5 Stay in touch at least once a week with Friends from your country

Q24 new6 Stay in touch at least once a week with Friends from another country

Q24 new7
Stay in touch at least once a week

with Acquaintance from your home country

Q24 new8
Stay in touch at least once a week

with Acquaintance from your other country
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Survey Question Number: PQN30 / (No correspondence with Snowball Survey)

Original Question: Have you ever taken part or attended activities in these associations?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: NON-MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q25 1 c1 (Youth or student association) Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively

Q25 1 c2
(Youth or student association) Yes, I do/ I followed

their activities through social networks, news or websites

Q25 3 c1
(Educational, artistic, musical or cultural activities)

Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively

Q25 3 c2
(Educational, artistic, musical or cultural activities)

Yes, I do/ I followed their activities through social networks, news or websites

Q25 5 c1 (Sport or leisure association) Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively

Q25 5 c2
(Sport or leisure association)

Yes, I do/ I followed their activities through social networks, news or websites

Q25 6 c1 (Entrepreneurial association) Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively

Q25 6 c2
(Entrepreneurial association)

Yes, I do/ I followed their activities through social networks, news or websites

Q25 7 c1 (Political party or trade union) Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively

Q25 7 c2 (Political party or trade union) Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively

Q25 12 c1

(Human rights, women’s, environmentalist, animal-rights association,

welfare association for older, handicapped or deprived people)

Yes, I do/ I followed their activities through social networks, news or websites

Q25 12 c2

(Human rights, women’s, environmentalist, animal-rights association,

welfare association for older, handicapped or deprived people)

Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively

Q25 13 c1
(Pro-immigrant associations) Yes, I do/ I followed their activities

through social networks, news or websites

Q25 13 c2 (Pro-immigrant associations) Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively

Q25 14 c1
(Other associations) Yes, I do/ I followed their activities

through social networks, news or websites

Q25 14 c2 (Other associations) Yes, I do/ have collaborated actively
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Survey Question Number: PQN31 / (No correspondence with Snowball Survey)

Original Question: Have you ever taken part in any of the cultural/leasure activities during

the last year? Please mark ONLY those you have done

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: NON-MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q26 1 c1
(Cultural events: go to museums, galleries, exhibitions, theatre,

dance, opera play of. . . ) Country where you live

Q26 1 c2
(Cultural events: go to museums, galleries, exhibitions, theatre,

dance, opera play of. . . ) Other countries

Q26 2 c1
(Go to the cinema, watch movies, TV series from..)

Country where you live

Q26 2 c2 (Go to the cinema, watch movies, TV series from..) Other countries

Q26 3 c1
(To go to a concert, music festivals, dj sessions of. . . )

Country where you live

Q26 3 c2
(To go to a concert, music festivals, dj sessions of. . . )

Other countries

Q26 9 c1 (To buy food or go to restaurants from. . . ) Country where you live

Q26 9 c2 (To buy food or go to restaurants from. . . ) Other countries

Q26 10 c1
(To celebrate traditional celebrations/festivities of. . . )

Country where you live

Q26 10 c2
(To celebrate traditional celebrations/festivities of. . . )

Other countries

Q26 11 c1 (To support a sport team from..) Country where you live

Q26 11 c2 (To support a sport team from..) Other countries

Q26 12 c1 (To play a sport with people from. . . ) Country where you live

Q26 12 c2 (To play a sport with people from. . . ) Other countries

Q26 13 c1
(To go to parties or get-together with people from. . . )

Country where you live

Q26 13 c2
(To go to parties or get-together with people from. . . )

Other countries
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Survey Question Number: PQN32 / (No correspondence with Snowball Survey)

Original Question: Have you ever taken part in any of the activities mentioned below?

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: NON-MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q27 1 c1 [To sign a petition of a campaign] Related to the country where you live

Q27 1 c2 [To sign a petition of a campaign] Global affairs (gender, environment, Human Rights)

Q27 1 c3 [To sign a petition of a campaign] I have not taken part

Q27 2 c1 [To attend a protest/demonstration]Related to the country where you live

Q27 2 c2 [To attend a protest/demonstration] Global affairs (sex, ecology, Human Rights)

Q27 2 c3 [To attend a protest/demonstration] I have not taken part

Q27 3 c1 [To participate in a strike] Related to the country where you live

Q27 3 c2 [To participate in a strike] Global affairs (sex, ecology, Human Rights)

Q27 3 c3 [To participate in a strike] I have not taken part

Q27 4 c1
[To participate in an illegal protest

(Stopping traffic, occupying private property)] Related to the country where you live

Q27 4 c2

[To participate in an illegal protest

(Stopping traffic, occupying private property)]

Global affairs (gender, environment, Human Rights)

Q27 4 c3
[To participate in an illegal protest

(Stopping traffic, occupying private property)] I have not taken part

Q27 5 c1
[To buy products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

Related to the country where you live

Q27 5 c2
[To buy products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

Global affairs (gender, environment, Human Rights)

Q27 5 c3
[To buy products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

I have not taken part

Q27 6 c1
[To boycot products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

Related to the country where you live

Q27 6 c2
[To boycot products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

Global affairs (gender, environment, Human Rights)

Q27 6 c3
[To boycot products for political, ethical or environmental reasons]

I have not taken part

Q27 7 c1 [To contact or try to contact a politician] Related to the country where you live
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Q27 7 c2
[To contact or try to contact a politician]

Global affairs (gender, environment, Human Rights)

Q27 7 c3 [To contact or try to contact a politician] I have not taken part

Q27 9 c1
[To donate or raise money for an ethical, political or environmental reason]

Related to the country where you live

Q27 9 c2
[To donate or raise money for an ethical, political or environmental reason]

Global affairs (gender, environment, Human Rights)

Q27 9 c3
[To donate or raise money for an ethical, political or environmental reason]

I have not taken part

Q27 10 c1 [To attend a political meeting or gathering] Related to the country where you live

Q27 10 c2
[To attend a political meeting or gathering]

Global affairs (gender, environment, Human Rights)

Q27 10 c3 [To attend a political meeting or gathering] I have not taken part

Q27 12 c1
[To carry or wear symbols which support a specific cause]

Related to the country where you live

Q27 12 c2
[To carry or wear symbols which support a specific cause]

Global affairs (gender, environment, Human Rights)

Q27 12 c3
[To carry or wear symbols which support a specific cause]

I have not taken part

Survey Question Number: PQN33 / (No correspondence with Snowball Survey)

Original Question: Do you stay informed of the national and international events? Mark

ONLY those you have used at least once a week

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: NON-MOBILE

Condition: Optional

Variable Code Variable Label

Q28 1 c1 [You follow the news on TV or radio] Country where you live

Q28 1 c2 [Follow the news on TV or radio] International

Q28 2 c1 [You read papers (printed or digital)] Country where you live

Q28 2 c2 [Read papers (printed or digital)] International

Q28 3 c1 [Through websites or blogs] Country where you live

Q28 3 c2 [On websites or blogs] International

Q28 4 c1 [Through social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc.)] Country where you live

Q28 4 c2 [On social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc.)] International
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Survey Question Number: PQN34 (No correspondence with Snowball Survey)

Original Question: Regarding your financial transactions, please mark an option

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: NON-MOBILE
Variable Code Variable Label

Q29 1 c Have you ever made a bank transfer to someone or as an investment abroad?

Q29 2 c
Have you ever made a financial contribution to associations

or other entities located abroad?

Values Labels

1 Never

2 On the one-off occasion

3 Regularly (monthly, every three months, annually)

Survey Question Number: PQN35 / SQN29

Original Question: Where did you born?

Variable Code: Q30

Variable Label: Country of birth

Type of Variable: Nominal

Variable Code Variable Label

1 Germany

2 Austria

3 Belgium

4 Bulgaria

5 Chipre

6 Croacia

7 Denmark

8 Slovakia

9 Slovenia

10 Spain

11 Estonia

12 Finland

13 France

14 Greece

15 Hungary

16 Ireland

17 Italy

Variable Code Variable Label

18 Latvia

19 Lithuania

20 Luxembourg

21 Malta

22 Norway

23 The Netherlands

24 Poland

25 Portugal

26 United Kingdom

27 Czech Republic

28 Romania

29 Sweden

30 Other European Country

31 Other Asian Country

32 Other African Country

33 Other North American country

34 Other Latin American country

35 Other Oceanic country
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Survey Question Number: PQN36 / SQN30

Original Question: What is the size where you have lived most of your life?

Variable Code: Q32

Variable Label: Size of place lived most of life

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Values Labels

1 Hamlets and isolated dwellings (<500 inhabitants)

2 Village (from 500 to 1.000)

3 Town (from 1.001 to 20.000)

4 City from 20.001 to 150.000 inhabitants

5 City with 150.001-800.000 inhabitants

6 City with 800.001- 3 million inhabitants

7 City with 3 million - 7 million inhabitants

8 City of more than 7 million inhabitants

9 DK/NR

Survey Question Number: PQN37 / SQN31

Original Question: What is the highest educational level you have achieved?

Variable Code: Q33

Variable Label: Highest educational level achieved

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values Labels

1 Early childhood Education

2 Primary education

3
Lower secondary education (First stage of secondary education building on primary education,

typically with a more subject-oriented curriculum)

4

Upper secondary education (Second/final stage of secondary education preparing

for tertiary education and/or providing skills relevant to employment.

Usually with an increased range of subject options and streams)

5

Post-secondary non-tertiary education (Programmes providing learning experiences that

build on secondary education and prepare for labour market entry and/or tertiary education.

The content is broader than secondary but not as complex as tertiary education)

6

Short-cycle tertiary education (Short first tertiary programmes that are typically

practically-based, occupationally-specific and prepare for labour market entry.

These programmes may also provide a pathway to other tertiary programmes)

7 Bachelor or equivalent

8 Master or postgraduate graduate

9 PhD or equivalent
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Survey Question Number: PQN38 / SQN32

Original Question: Which is the field studies of the highest level of education you have

achieved?

Variable Label: Field studies of the highest level education achieved

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: respond if PQN37 / SQN31= {4-9}
Variable Code Variable Label

Q3401 Education

Q3402 Humanities and Arts

Q3403 Social sciences, international journalism and information

Q3404 Management, administration and Law

Q3405 Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics

Q3406 Communication and information Technology

Q3407 Engineering, construction and industry

Q3408 Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinaries

Q3409 Health and welfare

Q3410 Services

Q3411 Others

Survey Question Number: PQN39 / SQN33

Original Question: What languages do you speak? Please, mark as options as you need

Variable Label: Languages spoken

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes
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Variable Code Variable Label

Q35 new01 English

Q35 new02 French

Q35 new03 Portuguese

Q35 new04 German

Q35 new05 Spanish

Q35 new06 Romanian

Q35 new07 Luxembourgish

Q35 new08 Hungarian

Q35 new09 Italian

Q35 new10 Norwegian

Q35 new11 Catalan

Q35 new12 Galician

Q35 new13 Basque

Q35 new14 Other

Survey Question Number: PQN40 / SQN34

Original Question: Please, state your level of the following languages

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: It will only appear those specified on PQN39 / SQN33

Variable Code Variable Label

Q36 1 c English

Q36 2 c French

Q36 3 c Portuguese

Q36 4 c German

Q36 5 c Spanish

Q36 6 c Romanian

Q36 7 c Luxembourgish

Q36 8 c Hungarian

Q36 9 c Italian

Q36 10 c Norwegian

Q36 11 c Catalan

Q36 12 c Galician

Q36 13 c Basque

Q36 14 c Other

Values Labels

1 Low

2 Intermediate

3 High

4 Very high

5 Native

6 DK/NR
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Survey Question Number: PQN1 / SQN35

Original Question: Where do you currently live?

Variable Code: Q37

Variable Label: Country currently live

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: if Qcountry = {1-6} + PQN1 = {10,24,1,22,15,30}
the respondent is allowed to continue

Values Value Label

1 Germany

2 Austria

3 Belgium

4 Bulgaria

5 Chipre

6 Croatia

7 Denmark

8 Slovakia

9 Slovenia

10 Spain

11 Estonia

12 Finland

13 France

14 Greece

15 Hungary

16 Ireland

17 Iceland

18 Italy

19 Latvia

Values Value Label

20 Liechtenstein

21 Lithuania

22 Luxembourg

23 Malta

24 Norway

25 The Netherlands

26 Poland

27 Portugal

28 United Kingdom

29 Czech Republic

30 Romania

31 Switzerland

32 Sweden

33 Other European

34 Other Asian

35 Other African

36 Other North American

37 Other Latin American

38 Other Oceania

Survey Question Number: PQN41 / SQN36

Original Question: What is the size of the place where you are currently living?

Variable Code: Q38

Variable Label: Length place currently live

Type of Variable: Ordinal
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Values Labels

1 Hamlets and isolated dwellings (¡500 inhabitants)

2 Village (from 500 to 1.000)

3 Town (from 1.001 to 20.000)

4 City from 20.001 to 150.000 inhabitants

5 City from 150.001-800.000 inhabitants

6 City from 800.001- 3 million inhabitants

7 City from 3 million - 7 million inhabitants

8 City of more than 7 million inhabitants

9 DK/NR

Survey Question Number: PQN42 / SQN37

Original Question: We are now interested in how you take your decisions, as well as in your

expectations and future plans. Please, rate the following statements (Being 1 = totally disagree

to 5 = strongly agree)

Type of Variable: Scale
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Var. Code Var. Label

Q55 1 c In new situations, I rely on my previous experience.

Q55 2 c I never compare the new situations with the past ones.

Q55 3 c
Coping with a new situation with,

I use the experiences of others for orientation.

Q55 4 c
I think there is nothing wrong

with growing upon proven solutions.

Q55 5 c I act mostly intuitively

Q55 6 c When I act I usually consider alternatives

Q55 7 c While I act take circumstances into account

Q55 8 c I feel comfortable if other tell me what to do

Q55 9 c In my opinion different situations need diferent solutions

Q55 10 c I weigh the alternatives before making a decision

Q55 11 c I often look for advice

Q55 12 c

When I have to solve a problem, one of the first things

I do is look at it sensibly and gather all

information needed to sort it out

Q55 14 c
After solving a problem I like to look back at

what went well or badly.

Q55 15 c I act even if I am not sure of the outcome

Q55 16 c I always adapt to new circumstances and situations

Q55 17 c I am always open to new solutions

Q55 18 c As I plan for the future I keep in mind the input of others

Q55 19 c I have no idea about my future

Q55 20 c If I am not happy with something I try to change it

Values Labels

1 Totally disagree

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 Strongly agree

6 DK/NR

Survey Question Number: PQN43a / SQN38a

Original Question: Who do you live with? Please, state the number of people you live with

of each category

Variable Label: Live alone

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes
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Survey Question Number: PQN43b / SQN38b

Original Question: Who do you live with? Please, state the number of people you live with

of each category

Variable Label: Live with

Type of Variable: Scale

Filter: Only those who have answered 1 to PQN43b / SQN38b

Variable Code Variable Label

Q39 1 c Live with partner/Registered partner/Spouse/

Q39 2 c Live with children

Q39 4 c Live with other relatives

Q39 5 c Live with friends

Q39 6 c Live with others

Values Labels

1 0

2 1

3 2

4 3

5 4

6 5

7 6

8 7

9 8

10 9

Survey Question Number: PQN44 / SQN39

Original Question: To what extent you consider to be still dependent on your parents or legal

guardian for finnancial support?

Variable Code: Q40

Variable Label: Financial dependent

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values Labels

1 Completely

2 Partially

3 I am financially independent

4 They partly depend on me
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Survey Question Number: PQN45 / SQN40

Original Question: What is the highest education level your parents or legal guardians have

achieved?

Variable Code: Q41 1 c and Q41 2 c

Variable Label: Educational level of Mother/legal guardian or

Father/legal guardian

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values Labels

1 Early childhood Education

2 Primary education

3
Lower secondary education (first stage of secondary education building on primary

education, typically with a more subject-oriented curriculum)

4

Upper secondary education (second/final stage of secondary education preparing for

tertiary education and/or providing skills relevant to employment.

Usually with an increased range of subject options and streams)

5

Post-secondary non-tertiary education (programmes providing learning experiences that

build on secondary education and prepare for labour market entry and/or tertiary education.

The content is broader than secondary but not as complex as tertiary education)

6

Short-cycle tertiary education (short first tertiary programmes that are typically

practically-based, occupationally-specific and prepare for labour market entry.

These programmes may also provide a pathway to other tertiary programmes)

7 Bachelor or equivalent

8 Master or postgraduate graduate

9 Doctoral or equivalent

10 DK/NR

Survey Question Number: PQN46 / SQN41

Original Question: Did your parents/legal guardians or grandparents move to live in a differ-

ent country?

Variable Code: Q42

Variable Label: Familiy mobility background

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Values and Labels: 1 = Yes; 2 = No; 3 = DK/NR
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Survey Question Number: PQN47 / SQN42

Original Question: We will like to ask you some questions about your current work situation.

What is your current occupation? Multiple choice answer.

Type of Variable: Dichotomous

Values and Labels: 0 = No; 1 = Yes

Filter: if PQN47 / SQN42 - Q431 = 1, Q433 and Q434 will not appear

Variable Code Variable Label

Q431 Unemployed or temporarily not working

Q432 Studying

Q433 Freelance / Self-employed

Q434 Employed

Survey Question Number: PQN48 / SQN43

Original Question: Please, choose the option best suited to your situation

Variable Code: Q44

Variable Label: Educational level

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: if PQN47 / SQN42 - Q432 =1

Values Labels

1 Primary and secondary student

2 Student (University, vocational training, etc.)

3 Apprentice (in vocational place training)

4 Other

Survey Question Number: PQN49 / SQN44

Original Question: Please, choose the option best suited to your situation

Variable Code: Q45

Variable Label: Employed position

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: if PQN47 / SQN42 - Q434 =1
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Values Labels

1 Professional employee (doctor, lawyer, accountant, architect, etc.)

2
General management, director or top management (managing directors,

director general, other director)

3
Middle management, other management (department head, junior management,

teacher, technician)

4 Employee, working mainly at a office

5 Employee not in an office but travelling (salesmen, driver, etc.)

6
Employee not in an office but in an service position

(hospital, restaurant, police, fireman, etc.)

7 Supervisor

8 Skilled manual worker

9 Other (unskilled) manual worker, domestic worker

Survey Question Number: PQN50 / SQN45

Original Question: Please, choose the option best suited to your situation

Variable Code: Q46

Variable Label: Professional status

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: if PQN47 / SQN42 - Q433 =1

Values Labels

1 Professional (lawyer, doctor, accountant, architect, etc.)

2 Owner of a shop, craftsmen, other

3 Business proprietors, owner (full or partner) of a company

4 Other

Survey Question Number: PQN51 / SQN46

Original Question: What type of contract do you have?

Variable Code: Q47

Variable Label: Type of contract

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: if PQN47 / SQN42 - Q433 or Q434 =1
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Values Labels

1 Full-time

2 Part-time

3 Hourly contract/mini job/’zero-hour’

4 I do not have a contract

Survey Question Number: PQN52 / SQN47

Original Question: To what extent does your current occupation match your studies?

Variable Code: Q48 1 c

Variable Label: Current occupation match your studies

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Filter: if PQN47 / SQN42 - Q433 or Q434 =1, or if PQN37 = {4-9} =1

Values Labels

1 No relation

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 Strong relation

6 DK/NR

Survey Question Number: PQN53 / SQN48

Original Question: Why did you decide to become freelance / self-employed?

Variable Code: Q49

Variable Label: Reason decided become freelance/self-employed

Type of Variable: Nominal

Filter: if PQN47 / SQN42 - Q436 =1

Values Labels

1 Because I saw a business opportunity

2 I could not find any better employment opportunities

3 A combination of both above

4 I have another job but want to improve my situation
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Survey Question Number: PQN54 / SQN49

Original Question: How many times have you been unemployed for more than 4 weeks?

(please do not include those periods of time when you were studying)

Variable Code: Q50

Variable Label: Times unemployed for more than 4 weeks

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Values Labels

1 None

2 1

3 2

4 3

5 More than 3

Survey Question Number: PQN55 / SQN50

Original Question: We would like to know whether you ever thought about starting your own

business. Can you tell us if you agree or disagree with the following sentences? (Scale from 1 to

5, being 1 = totally disagree, and 5 = strongly agree)

Type of Variable: Scale

Variable Code Variable Label

Q51 1 c I have the skills and knowledge to start a business

Q51 2 c I have experience starting a business

Q51 3 c I know somebody who has started a business in the past 2 years

Q51 4 c
I have noticed good opportunities where I live to start a business

in the next six months

Q51 5 c I have scrapped the idea to start a business owing to fear of failure

Q51 6 c I have a business idea

Q51 7 c I have financial/ resources and funds

Q51 8 c Tax rates are too high (freelance, income tax)

Q51 9 c Lack of public and program support from local institutions

Values Labels

1 Totally disagree

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 Strongly agree

6 DK/NR
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Survey Question Number: PQN56a / SQN56a

Original Question: Name or first letter of person’s name

Variable Code: Q52 1 Q52a to Q52 4 Q52a

Type of Variable: Nominal

Values: Open

Condition: Optional

Survey Question Number: PQN56b / SQN56b

Original Question: Type of relationship

Variable Code: Q52 1 Q52b to Q52 4 Q52b

Variable Label: Type of relationship 1-4

Type of Variable: Nominal

Condition: Optional

Values Labels

1 Friend

2 Spouse/Partner

3 Parents

4 Child

5 Other relative

6 Work colleague

7 Employer

8 Acquaintance

9 Others

Survey Question Number: PQN56c / SQN56c

Original Question: Where does this person live?

Variable Code: Q52 1 Q52c to Q52 4 Q52c

Variable Label: Place of residence

Type of Variable: Nominal

Condition: Optional

Values Labels

1 In the same house

2 In the same city/town

3 In the same country

4 In another country
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Survey Question Number: PQN56d / SQN56d

Original Question: Has this person been abroad for reasons different than tourism for more

than 2 weeks?

Variable Code: Q52 1 Q52d to Q52 4 Q52d

Variable Label: Abroad for reasons other than tourism 1-4

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Values and Labels: 1 = Yes; 2 = No; 3 = DK/NR

Condition: Optional

Survey Question Number: PQN56e / SQN56e

Original Question: Sex

Variable Code: Q52 1 Q52e to Q52 4 Q52e

Variable Label: Sex 1-4

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Values and Labels: 1 = Female; 2 = Male; 3 = DK/NR

Condition: Optional

Survey Question Number: PQN56f / SQN51f

Original Question: How often do you keep in touch with this person?

Variable Code: Q52 1 Q52f to Q52 4 Q52f

Variable Label: How often do you keep in touch with this person? 1-4

Type of Variable: Ordinal

Condition: Optional

Values Labels

1 On a daily basis

2 Several times per week

3 Once a week

4 Once a month

5 Several times a year
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Survey Question Number: PQN57 / SQN52

Original Question: Now, we would like to know who do you feel closer to and which rules

and values do you usually follow. You identify yourself with... Use the scale from 1=not at all

to 5=strongly

Type of Variable: Scale

Variable Code Variable Label

Q53 new 1 c Identify yourself with the place where you live

Q53 new 2 c Identify yourself with your region

Q53 new 3 c Identify yourself with country of origin

Q53 new 4 c Identify yourself with Europe

Q53 new 5 c Identify yourself with the World

Values Labels

1 No identification

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 Complete identification

Survey Question Number: PQN58 / SQN53

Original Question: How likely or unlikely you consider that in the future you

Type of Variable: Scale

Variable Code Variable Label

Q56 1 c Possible in the future to Move to another country

Q56 2 c Possible in the future to Move to your home country

Q56 3 c
Possible in the future to Move to

another part of the country where you currently live

Q56 4 c Possible in the future to Learn a new language

Q56 5 c Possible in the future to Obtain a higher qualification

Q56 6 c Possible in the future to Become unemployed

Q56 7 c
Possible in the future to

Get training to work in different domain

Values Labels

1 Very unlikely

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 Very likely

6 DK/NR

3.1.Auxiliary Variables - Panel Survey

Variable Name: AgeMobility

Variable Code: AgeMobility

Variable Label: AgeMobility

Variable Type: Scale

It indicates the age the respondent was when did each of its mobility experiences. It has been

calculated by the difference between its age and the year he/she did his/her mobility
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3.2.Auxiliary Variables - Snowball Survey

Variable Name: AgeMobility

Variable Code: AgeMobility

Variable Label: AgeMobility

Variable Type: Scale

It indicates the age the respondent was when did each of its mobility experiences. It has been

calculated by the difference between its age and the year he/she did his/her mobility

Variable Name: Country of birth recoded

Variable Code: QCountryRec

Variable Label: QCountryRec

Variable Type: Nominal

Computation: QCountryRec replaces Qcountry if:

• if the respondent belongs to one of the Consortium’s countries, is recoded as so

• if the respondent does not belong to one of the Consortium’s countries but studied sec-

ondary school in one of them, then is recoded as such

Values Labels

1 Spain

2 Norway

3 Germany

4 Luxembourg

5 Hungary

6 Romania

3.3.Incentives questions - Only Snowball Survey

The last four variables appeared in the snowball questionnaire were aim to encourage respon-

dents helping us to increase the sample. On behalf of privacy disclosure and anonymization

rules from EU, this variables will appear empty in the dataset
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Survey Question Number: SQN54

Original Question: Please provide a valid e-mail address

Variable Code: Qemail

Variable Label: Please provide a valid e-mail address

Type of Variable: Open

Survey Question Number: SQN55

Original Question: If you wish to receive the final report of the results of this project

Variable Code: QRecOp1

Variable Label: If you wish to receive the final report of the results of this project

Type of Variable: Open

Survey Question Number: SQN56

Original Question: If you wish to enter the draw for a 6 months subscription to a music, film

and series online platform, or a e50 gift card to spend on books, music, technological products,

hand-made ethical products or your chosen NGO

Variable Code: QRecOp2

Variable Label: If you wish to enter the draw for a 6 months subscription to a music, film

and series online platform, or a e50 gift card to spend on books, music, technological products,

hand-made ethical products or your chosen NGO

Type of Variable: Open

Survey Question Number: SQN57

Original Question: From which platform/organization/personal contact did you hear about

the survey?

Variable Code: Qway

Variable Label: From which platform/organization/personal contact did you hear about the

survey?

Type of Variable: Open
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5.Annex - Survey Panel Questionnaire
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MOVE: Mapping mobility – pathways, institutions 
and structural effects of youth mobility 

 

The research from the MOVE project has received funding from Horizon 2020 under Grant 

Agreement number: 649263 — MOVE — H2020-YOUNG-2014-2015/H2020-YOUNG-

SOCIETY-2014 
 
 

 

Specific Privacy Statement 
 
 
 
The aim of the MOVE survey is to obtain quantitative data on around 6400 European young 
peoples’ experiences and perceptions on mobility. The overall ambition of MOVE is to 
provide a contribution towards an improvement of the conditions of the mobility of young 
people in Europe and a reduction of the negative impacts of mobility. 

 
The questionnaire has an estimated duration of 15 minutes (maximum of 30’). The 
participation is voluntary and can be stopped at any time without giving reasons. 

 

Any personal information requested, after completing the verification process of fieldwork, 
will be removed; making it impossible to know the individual responses of the participants 
and ensuring data can only be treated in an aggregated way. Processed data will not include 
any reference to personal data following Directive 95/46/EC and other relevant EU legal 
instruments, in order to irreversibly prevent identification. ICN will follow EU’s Article 29 Data  
Protection Working Party (0829/14/EN, Opinion 05/2014 on Anonymization Techniques, 
adopted 10 April 2014) to prevent all parties from singling out an individual in a dataset, 
from linking two records within a dataset or between two separate datasets and from 
inferring any information 

 
Should you have a problem completing this questionnaire or if you require detailed 
assistance or more information, please contact move@colpolsoc.org 
 

More information on the project can be found at http://move-project.eu 

 

More information on how the data will be handled can be found at http://move-
project.eu/data/personal-data with more information available for the survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 

 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

 

First of all, we would like to ask you a few short questions to see whether you match the 

criteria of the research 

 

PQN1. Where do you currently live? 
1. Germany 
2. Austria 
3. Belgium 
4. Bulgaria 
5. Chipre 
6. Croatia 
7. Denmark 
8. Slovakia 
9. Slovenia 
10. Spain 
11. Estonia 
12. Finland 
13. France 
14. Greece 
15. Hungary 
16. Ireland 
17. Iceland 
18. Italy 
19. Latvia 

20. Liechtenstein 
21. Lithuania 
22. Luxembourg 
23. Malta 
24. Norway 
25. The Netherlands 
26. Poland 
27. Portugal 
28. United Kingdom 
29. Czech Republic 
30. Romania 
31. Switzerland 
32. Sweden 
33. Other European  
34. Other Asian 
35. Other African 
36. Other North American 
37. Other Latin American 
38. Other Oceania 

 
Filter: If respondent does not answer same country as qcountry(variable created for internal quota 
purposes, belonging to each consortium member country ), terminate. 
 
If QCountry=1 and PQN1 =10 
QCountry=2 and PQN1=24 
QCountry=3 and PQN1=1 
QCountry=4 and PQN1=22 
QCountry=5 and PQN1=15 
QCountry=6 and PQN1=30 
They can continue, otherwise, terminate. 
 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN2. How old are you? 
 
1 – 99 (Dropdown) 

Filter: if less than 18 or more than 29 end survey 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN3. Are you? 
 

1. Male

2. Female

 



 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN4. Which region do you live in? 
1. Andalucía 
2. Aragón 
3. Asturias, Principado de 
4. Balears, Illes 
5. Canarias 
6. Cantabria 
7. Castilla y León 
8. Castilla - La Mancha 
9. Cataluña 
10. Comunitat Valenciana 
11. Extremadura 
12. Galicia 
13. Madrid, Comunidad de 
14. Murcia, Región de 
15. Navarra, Comunidad Foral de 
16. País Vasco 
17. Rioja, La 
18. Baden-Württemberg 
19. Bayern 
20. Berlin 
21. Brandenburg 
22. Bremen 
23. Hamburg 
24. Hessen 
25. Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
26. Niedersachsen 
27. Nordrhein-Westfalen 
28. Rheinland-Pfalz 
29. Saarland 
30. Sachsen 
31. Sachsen-Anhalt 
32. Schleswig-Holstein 
33. Thüringen 
34. Dél-Alföld (Southern Great Plains) 

35. Dél-Dunántúl (Southern Transdanubia) 
36. Közép-Dunántúl (Central Transdanubia) 
37. Közép-Magyarország (Central Hungary) 
38. Nyugat-Dunántúl (Western Transdanubia) 
39. Észak-Alföld (Northern Great Plains) 
40. Észak-Magyarország (Northern Hungary) 
41. Østfold 
42. Akershus 
43. Oslo 
44. Hedmark 
45. Oppland 
46. Buskerud 
47. Vestfold 
48. Telemark 
49. Aust-Agder 
50. Vest-Agder 
51. Rogaland 
52. Hordaland 
53. Sogn og Fjordane 
54. Møre og Romsdal 
55. Sør-Trøndelag 
56. Nord-Trøndelag 
57. Nordland 
58. Troms - Romsa 
59. Finnmark - Finnmárku 
60. Bucuresti - Ilfov (Bucharest - Ilfov) 
61. Centru (Centre) 
62. Nord-Est (North East) 
63. Nord-Vest (North West) 
64. Sud Muntenia (South) 
65. Sud-Est (South East) 
66. Sud-Vest Oltenia (South West) 
67. Vest (West) 
68. Ceuta y Melilla 

 
Filter: 
If PQN1=1, PQN4= (18 thru 33) 
If PQN1=10, PQN4 = (1 thru 17, 68) 
If PQN1=15, PQN4= (34 thru 40) 
If PQN1=24, PQN4 = (41 thru 59) 
If PQN1=30, PQN4= (60 thru 67) 
If PQN1=22, this question was not shown since the whole country was considered a region 

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN5. What is your nationality or nationalities if you hold more than one? 
1. Germany 
2. Austria 
3. Belgium 
4. Bulgaria 

5. Chipre 
6. Croacia 
7. Denmark 
8. Slovakia 



 

 

9. Slovenia 
10. Spain 
11. Estonia 
12. Finland 
13. France 
14. Greece 
15. Hungary 
16. Ireland 
17. Italy 
18. Latvia 
19. Lithuania 
20. Luxembourg 
21. Malta 
22. Norway 

23. The Netherlands 
24. Poland 
25. Portugal 
26. United Kingdom 
27. Czech Republic 
28. Romania 
29. Sweden 
30. Other European Country 
31. Other Asian Country 
32. Other African Country 
33. Other North American country 
34. Other Latin American country 
35. Other Oceanic country

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN6. In which country did you obtain your secondary school certificate/diploma? 
(If you have not finished your secondary school, in which country did you spend the 
last year of your school years?) 
 

1. Spain 
2. Norway 
3. Germany 
4. Luxembourg 
5. Hungary 
6. Romania 
7. Other 

 
Filter: if answer to PQN5 = (1, 10, 15, 20, 22 or 28) PQN6 =(1 thru 6) 
they can continue survey, otherwise end survey. 

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

 

Our project studies European young people's mobility, so we would like to know 

whether you have travelled abroad. 

 
PQN7.  Have you ever been abroad? 
 

1. No, never 
2. Yes, 1-5 times 
3. Yes, 6-10 times 
4. Yes, 11-20 times 
5. Yes, more than 20 times 

  

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN8. Have you ever been in another country for longer than 2 weeks for a reason 
DIFFERENT than tourism or visiting relatives? 
 

1. Yes 
2. No 



 

 

 

Base: If PQN8 = 1 MANDATORY 

PQN9. What countries have you travelled to for longer than 2 weeks, for reasons 
DIFFERENT than tourism or visiting relatives? 
 

Please list the most important experience first. It could be important to you because it is 

the most recent, for personal or professional reasons, for its duration or for any other 

reason which may be relevant to you. You may include current experiences if you are living 

abroad right now. There is no specific order for the rest of the experiences. 

 

Please, point out as many countries as needed to relate to your experiences. The 
minimum is 1 country and the maximum is 5. 

 

Destination country 
(Drop down menu) 

Start of 
mobility 

(year)  
 

Lenght of 
stay 

Main reason 
for mobility 

 

Progam 
used 

 

Rate the 
experience 

 
 
 

 

1 Token   token      

2          
          

3          

4          

5          
          

 

PQN9a Destination country: 
 

1. Germany 
2. Austria 
3. Belgium 
4. Bulgaria 
5. Chipre 
6. Croacia 
7. Denmark 
8. Slovakia 
9. Slovenia 
10. Spain 
11. Estonia 
12. Finland 
13. France 
14. Greece 
15. Hungary 
16. Ireland 
17. Italy 
18. Latvia 

19. Lithuania 
20. Luxembourg 
21. Malta 
22. Norway 
23. The Netherlands 
24. Poland 
25. Portugal 
26. United Kingdom 
27. Czech Republic 
28. Romania 
29. Sweden 
30. Other European  
31. Other Asian  
32. Other African  
33. Other North American  
34. Other Latin American  
35. Other Oceanic  

 

PQN9b Start of mobility (year): 
 

1. 1986 
2. 1987 
3. 1988 
4. 1989 

5. 1990 
6. 1991 
7. 1992 
8. 1993 



 

 

9. 1994 
10. 1995 
11. 1996 
12. 1997 
13. 1998 
14. 1999 
15. 2000 
16. 2001 
17. 2002 
18. 2003 
19. 2004 
20. 2005 

21. 2006 
22. 2007 
23. 2008 
24. 2009 
25. 2010 
26. 2011 
27. 2012 
28. 2013 
29. 2014 
30. 2015 
31. 2016 

 
PQN9c-Lenght of stay: 
 

1. Less than a month 
2. 1 month 
3. 2 months 
4. 3 months 
5. 4 months 
6. 5 months 
7. 6 months 
8. 7 months 
9. 8 months 
10. 9 months 

11. 10 months 
12. 11 months 
13. 12 months 
14. 1 and a half year 
15. 2 years 
16. 3 years 
17. 4 years 
18. 5 years 
19. More than 5 year 

 

PQN9d Main reason for mobility: 
 

1. Studies: School exchange (primary or secondary school) 
2. Studies: vocational training 
3. Studies: A part of studies taken abroad (Erasmus) 
4. Studies: Entire programme abroad (Ba, Ma, PhD, etc.) 
5. Studies: Language courses 
6. Work experience/Internship: as part of higher education studies 
7. Work experience/ internship: as part of vocational training 
8. Work experience/ internship: as part of a programme addressed to entrepreneurs 
9. Voluntary work / voluntary service 
10. Work-related reasons (to work, to seek for a job) 
11. Au-pair 
12. Entrepreneurial/working for my own business 
13. Others 

 

PQN9e Program used: 
1. Erasmus+ school (Comenius) Filter: if PQN9d = (1, 5 or 14) 
2. Erasmus+ vocational education and training (Leonardo da Vinci) Filter: if PQN9d = (2, 4, 6, 7 

or 14) 
3. Erasmus+ Higher education (Erasmus) Filter: if PQN9d = (3 or 14) 
4. Erasmus+ For young people and youth workers Filter: if PQN9d = (6, 10, 12 or 14) 
5. Erasmus+ International Cooperation (Mundus, Tempus, Alfa, Edulink, etc.) Filter: if PQN9d = 

(2, 3, 4 or 14) 
6. Erasmus+ adult learning (Grundtvig) Filter: if PQN9d = 14 



 

 

7. Erasmus+ Young Entrepreneurs Filter: if PQN9d = (8, 13 or 14) 
8. Erasmus+Jean Monnet Filter: if PQN9d = 3, 4 or 14 

9. Erasmus+ Youth non-formal and informal learning (Youth in action) Filter: if PQN9d = (5, 6 
or 14) 

10. Erasmus+ sports Filter: if PQN9d = (5 or 14) 
11. European Voluntary Service Filter: if PQN9d = (9 or 14) 
12. Your first job EURES Filter: if PQN9d = (6, 10, 12 or 14) 
13. European for citizens programme Filter: if PQN9d = (5 or 14) 
14. Marie Curie Filter: if PQN9d = (3, 4, 6 or 14) 
15. MobiPro Filter: if PQN9d = (2, 7, 10 or 14) 
16. Others Filter: if PQN9d = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 or 14) 
17. None Filter: if PQN9d = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 or 14) 
 

PQN9f-Rated experience: 
 

1. Very bad 
2.   
3.   
4.   
5. Very good 

 

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN10.  Are these sentences true for you? 
 

 1.Yes 2.No 3.N.A. 

My siblings studied/are studying abroad    

At least one of my parents studied abroad    

My friends studied/are studying abroad (the entire studies)    

My friends did /are doing a student exchange (e.g.. Erasmus)     

My sibling recommended to me to study abroad    

At least one of my parents recommended to me to study abroad    

My friends recommended to me to study abroad    
 

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN11. Generally speaking, what reasons do you consider most important to spend some 
time/move abroad? 
 

Choose a maximum of 3 answers. 
1. Previous knowledge of the language (convenience) 
2. To learn/improve languages 
3. Family related reasons 
4. Personal relationships in the chosen country (friends/family) 
5. Studies related reasons 
6. To improve working conditions 
7. To be unable to find a job in my own country 
8. The financial situation in my own country 
9. The political situation in my own country 
10. Personal health reasons 
11. In order to improve opportunities for personal/professional development 



 

 

12. Feeling attracted to the culture /country 
13. Having been there before 
14. For love, getting together with partner 
15. Other(s) 
16. I have no interest to spend some time/move abroad 
 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN12.  Who played an important role in your decision to go (or not to go) abroad? 
 

Please rate from 1 to 5, 1 = not at all and 5 = A very important role 
 1. Not at all 2.  3.  4.  5.  6. A 

very 
important 
role 

Myself       

My parents       

Other relatives       

Friends       

Partner       

Acquaintances       

Other       
 
 

Base: All NON-MANDATORY 

PQN13. Generally speaking, which obstacles do you face/have you faced to spend 
some time / move abroad? 
 

Choose a maximum of 3 answers. 
1. Lack of sufficient language skills   
2. Lack of support or information 
3. Difficulties to register in education/training 
4. Obstacles or differences in recognition of qualifications 
5. Difficulties finding a job abroad 
6. Difficulties to obtain a work permit abroad 
7. A worse welfare system (pensions/healthcare) 
8. My partner is not willing to move 
9. Psychological well-being (fear of suffering from stress/loneliness/sadness) 
10. Financial commitments in my current place of residency (e.g. bank loans or owning a 

property) 
11. Lack of financial resources to move abroad 
12. I did not experience any barrier or difficulty 

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 NON-MANDATORY 

 
Now we would like to know a little more about your experience in {#token_country} in 
{#token_year}, your activities there and the contact you kept with your own country 
 

PQN14. Thinking about that stay abroad, which sources of information were useful to 
prepare your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 

Please chose ONLY those options you have used. 
1. Teacher or tutor 
2. International university offices at home 
3. International offices of the foreign university 



 

 

4. University websites 
5. Government youth information offices 
6. Youth associations 
7. Search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc.)  
8. Online communities/social networks (Facebook…)  
9. Friends 
10. Relatives 
11. Job or education fairs 
12. Employment agencies 
13. Job websites 
14. Press 
15. Government websites of the targeted country 
16. Government websites from origin country 
17. EURES (The European Job Mobility Portal)  
18. Voluntary service agencies 
19. Others 

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 MANDATORY 

PQN15. How did you travel to {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 

(multiple choice) 
1. Flight 
2. Low cost flight 
3. Train 
4. Bus 
5. Car 
6. Ferry 
7. Other 

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 MANDATORY 

PQN16. Why did you choose a particular city/town/village when you went 
to {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
Maximum 3 answers. 

1. I feel attracted to the cultural offer 
2. It is a place with cosmopolitan atmosphere 
3. I like the atmosphere/landscape 
4. Many people from my home country live there 
5. It is the only place that my University/School offered 
6. I know there are a lot of young people who live there  
7. Others 

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 MANDATORY 

PQN17. How did you finance your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 

From 1 =non-existent to 5 = very important 

 1. Non 
existant 

2. 3. 4.  5. Very 
important 

6. DK/NR 

European mobility programmes (Youth in Action, 
Erasmus+, others) 

      

National study grants       
Family assistance       



 

 

Business programmes/funded by employer       

Private funds/savings       
Other grants and awards       

Working full time or part time       

Loan       
 

 

Base: if PQN9d = (3 or 4) MANDATORY 

PQN18. When you were in {#token_country} in {#token_year} what stage of your 
studies were you at? 

1. Bachelor 
2. Master 
3. Bachelor & Master 
4. PhD 
5. Others 

 
 

Base: if PQN9d = (3 or 4) MANDATORY 

PQN19. Which aspects were relevant for your student mobility in {#token_country} in 
{#token_year}? 

 

 1.Yes 2.No  3.DK/NR 

Prestige of the university in the receiving country was 
relevant for student mobility 

   

Quality of teaching in the receiving country was relevant for 
student mobility 

   

The subject cannot be studied in my home country was 
relevant for student mobility 

   

It was a compulsory part of my studies was relevant for 
student mobility 

   

I wanted to study the subject from another point of view was 
relevant for student mobility 

   

 
 

Base: if PQN9d = (3 or 4) MANDATORY 

PQN20. During your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year} how much time do 
you spend / did you spend carrying out the following activities? 
 

Please mark from 1 to 5, being 1= no time at all and 5= a long time. 
 1. No 

time at 
all 

2. 3. 4. 5. A 
long 
time 

6. 
DK/NR 

Study related activities       
Work       
Tourism       
 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 NON-MANDATORY  

PQN21. During your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year} have you ever taken 
part or attended activities in these associations? 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
 Yes, I do/ have 

collaborated 
actively 

Yes, I do/ I followed their 
activities through social 
networks, news or websites 

Youth or student association   



 

 

Educational, artistic, musical or cultural activities   

Sport or leisure association   

Professional association   

Entrepreneurial association   

Political party or trade union   

Religious association   

Human rights, women´s, environmentalist, animal-rights 
association, welfare association for older, handicapped 
or deprived people 

  

Pro immigrants associations   

Other associations   
 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 NON-MANDATORY 

PQN22. Have you taken part in any of the following cultural/recreational activities during 
your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
 1. Country of 

origin 
2. Token_country in token 
year 

3. Of other 
countries 

Cultural events: go to museums, galleries, 
exhibitions, theatre, dance, opera play of… 

   

To go to the cinema, watch movies, TV series 
from 

   

To go to a concert, music festivals, dj sessions 
of… 

   

To buy food or go to restaurants from…    

To celebrate traditional 
celebrations/festivities of… 

   

To support a sport team from.    

To play a sport with people from…    

To go to parties or get-together with people 
from… 

   

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 MANDATORY 

PQN23. During your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year} did you ever take part in 
any of the activities mentioned below? 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
 In relation 

to country 
of origin 

In relation with 
{#token_country} in 
{#token_year} 

In relation to rights and 
conditions of the citizens of 
your country that lived in 
token_country in year 
token_year 

Global 
affairs (Sex, 
ecology, 
human 
rights) 

I did not 
participate 

To sign a petition for a 
campaign 

     

To attend to a 
protest/demonstration 

     

To participate in a strike      

To participate in an 
illegal 
protest (stopping traffic, 
occupying private 
property...) 

     

To buy products for      



 

 

political, ethical or 
environmental reasons 

To boycott products for 
political, ethical or 
environmental reasons 

     

To contact (or try to 
contact) a politician 

     

To donate or raise 
money 
for an ethical, political 
or 
environmental reason 

     

To attend a political 
meeting or gathering 

     

To carry or wear 
symbols 
or stickers supporting a 
specific cause 

     

Answers 1, 2, 3 and 4 may be multiple answer, 5 can only be single response. 
 

 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 NON-MANDATORY 

PQN24. During your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year} have you stayed 
informed of events happening in your country and host country? 
 
Mark ONLY the ones you used at least once a week. 
 Country of 

origin 
‘Token: 
country’ in 
‘token year’ 

International 

You follow the news on radio or TV    

You read the newspapers (printed or digital)    

Through websites or blogs    

Trough social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, 
etc.) 

   

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 MANDATORY 

PQN25. Regarding your financial transactions, during your stay in 
{#token_country} in {#token_year}, please, mark an option: 
 
 1. Never 2. On the one 

off occasion 
3. Regularly (monthly, 
every three months, 
annually 

Have you sent money to people, invested or contributed 
to associations in your country while living abroad? 

   

Have you ever sent money to people, invested or 
contributed to associations located in another country 
while you were living abroad? 

   

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN26. Did you vote in the last elections? 
 
 1.Yes 2. No, because 3. No, 4. No (I did not 5. DK/NR 
  the process because I want to, I  

  was very did not forgot to, I  

  complicated have missed the  



 

 

   voting deadline)  

   rights   

General or presidential elections in      

your home country      

General or presidential elections in      

another country      

Regional elections in your home      

country      

Regional elections in another      

country      

Local elections in your home      

country      

Local elections in another country      

Referendum (Europe, Scotland,      

Greece, Brexit, etc)      

University or student elections      

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 NON-MANDATORY 

PQN27.While you were in {#token_country} in {#token_year} who did you stay in touch 
with at least once a week…? 
 
(Face to face, or through instant messaging, social networks, etc.) Mark ONLY he ones you have contact 
with at least once a week. 

1. Partner from your country  
2. Partner from (token: destination country)  
3. Partner from other country  
4. Relatives from your country 

 
5. Relatives in (token: destination country)  
6. Relatives from your country  
7. Friends from (token: destination country)  
8. Friends from other country  
9. Friends form another country  
10. Acquaintances from your country  
11. Acquaintances from (token: destination country)  
12. Acquaintances from other country 

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 1 MANDATORY 

PQN28. Regarding the expectations before you started your stay abroad in 
{#token_country} in {#token_year}, to what extent were they met? 
 
From a scale of 1 to 5; 1 non successful to 5 successful.   
 1. Were not 

fulfilled 
2.  3. 4. 5. Exceeded my 

expectations 
6. NA 

Acceptance/adjustement 
in new society 

      

Personal experience       

Language acquisition       

Education/training       

Professional experience       

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 2 NON-MANDATORY 



 

 

PQN29. Who did you stay in touch with at least once a week…?  
(Face to face, or through instant messaging, social networks, etc.) Mark ONLY 
the ones you have contact with at least once a week. 
 

1. Partner from your country  
2. Partner from (token: destination country)  
3. Partner from other country  
4. Relatives from your country 

 
5. Relatives in (token: destination country)  
6. Relatives from your country  
7. Friends from (token: destination country)  
8. Friends from other country  
9. Friends form another country  
10. Acquaintances from your country  
11. Acquaintances from (token: destination country)  
12. Acquaintances from other country 

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 2 NON-MANDATORY 

PQN30. Have you ever taken part or attended activities in any of these associations? 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
 Yes, I do/ have 

collaborated 
actively 

Yes, I do/ I followed their 
activities through social 
networks, news or websites 

Youth or student association   

Educational, artistic, musical or cultural activities   

Sport or leisure association   

Entrepreneurial association   

Political party or trade union   

Human rights, women´s, environmentalist, animal-rights 
association, welfare association for older, handicapped 
or deprived people 

  

Pro immigrants associations   

Other associations   
 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 2 NON-MANDATORY 

PQN31. Have you ever taken part in any of the cultural/leasure activities during 
the last year? Please mark ONLY those you have done. 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
 Country of origin Other countries 

Cultural events: go to museums, galleries, 
exhibitions, theatre, dance, opera play of… 

  

To go to the cinema, watch movies, TV series from..   

To go to a concert, music festivals, dj sessions of…   

To buy food or go to restaurants from…   

To celebrate traditional celebrations/festivities of…   

To support a sport team from..   

To play a sport with people from…   

To go to parties or get-together with people from…   

 



 

 

 

Base: if PQN8 = 2 NON-MANDATORY 

PQN32. Have you ever taken part in any of the activities mentioned below? 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
 In relation to country of 

origin 
Global affairs (Sex, ecology, human 
rights) 

I have not taken 
part 

To sign a petition for a 
campaign 

   

To attend to a 
protest/demonstration 

   

To participate in a strike    

To participate in an illegal 
protest (stopping traffic, 
occupying private 
property...) 

   

To buy products for 
political, ethical or 
environmental reasons 

   

To boycott products for 
political, ethical or 
environmental reasons 

   

To contact (or try to 
contact) a politician 

   

To donate or raise money 
for an ethical, political or 
environmental reason 

   

To attend a political 
meeting or gathering 

   

To carry or wear symbols 
or stickers supporting a 
specific cause 

   

 

Answers 1 and 2may be multiple answer, 3 can only be single response. 
 

 

Base: if PQN8 = 2 NON-MANDATORY 
PQN33. Do you stay informed of the national and international events? Mark ONLY those 
you have used at least once a week. 
 

 Country of origin International 

You follow the news on radio or TV   

You read the newspapers (printed or digital)   

Through websites or blogs   

Trough social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, 
etc.) 

  

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 2 MANDATORY 

PQN34. Regarding your financial transactions, please mark an option: 
 
 1.Never 2. On the one-off occasion 3.Regularly (monthly, every 

three months, annually) 

Have you ever made a bank 
transfer to someone or as 
an investment abroad? 

   

Have you ever made a    



 

 

financial contribution to 
associations or other 
entities located abroad? 

 
 

Base: if PQN8 = 2 MANDATORY 

PQN35. Where did you born? 
 

1. Germany 
2. Austria 
3. Belgium 
4. Bulgaria 
5. Cyprus 
6. Croatia 
7. Denmark 
8. Slovakia 
9. Slovenia 
10. Spain 
11. Estonia 
12. Finland 
13. France 
14. Greece 
15. Hungary 
16. Ireland 
17. Italy 
18. Latvia 

19. Lithuania 
20. Luxembourg 
21. Malta 
22. Norway 
23. The Netherlands 
24. Poland 
25. Portugal 
26. U.K. 
27. Czech Republic 
28. Romania 
29. Sweden 
30. Other European countries 
31. Other Asian country 
32. Other African country 
33. Other North American country 
34. Other Latin American country 
35. Other Oceanic country 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN36. What is the size where you have lived most of your life? 

 
1. Hamlets and isolated dwellings (<500 inhabitants) 
2. Village (from 500 to 1.000)  
3. Town (from 1.001 to 20.000)  
4. City from 20.001 to 150.000 inhabitants  
5. City with 150.001-800.000 inhabitants 
6. City with 800.001- 3 million inhabitants   
7. City with 3 million - 7 million inhabitants 
8. City of more than 7 million inhabitants  
9. DK/NR 

 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN37. What is the highest educational level you have achieved? 
 

1. Early childhood Education  
2. Primary education  
3. Lower secondary education (First stage of secondary education building on primary 

education, typically with a more subject-oriented curriculum) 
4. Upper secondary education (Second/final stage of secondary education preparing for tertiary 

education and/or providing skills relevant to employment. Usually with an increased range of 
subject options and streams) 



 

 

5. Post-secondary non-tertiary education (Programmes providing learning experiences that 
build on secondary education and prepare for labour market entry and/or tertiary education. 
The content is broader than secondary but not as complex as tertiary education) 

6. Short-cycle tertiary education (Short first tertiary programmes that are typically practically-
based, occupationally-specific and prepare for labour market entry. These programmes may 
also provide a pathway to other tertiary programmes) 

7. Bachelor or equivalent 
8. Master or postgraduate graduate 
9. PhD or equivalent   

 

Base: if PQN37 = (3 thru 9) MANDATORY 

PQN38. Which is the studies field of the highest level of education you have achieved? 
 

1. Education 
2. Humanities and Arts   
3. Social sciences, international journalism and information 
4. Management, administration and Law 
5. Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics 
6. Communication and information Technology 
7. Engineering, construction and industry 
8. Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinaries 
9. Health and welfare 
10. Services 
11. Others 

 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN39. What languages do you speak? Please, mark as many options as you need 
 
 

1. English 
2. French 
3. Portuguese 
4. German 
5. Spanish 
6. Romanian 
7. Luxembourgish 

8. Hungarian 
9. Italian 
10. Norwegian 
11. Catalan 
12. Galician 
13. Basque 
14. Other 

 
 

Base: Only the options marked in the previous question.MANDATORY 
PQN40. Please, state your level of the following languages 
 

 1.Low 2. Intermediate 3. High 4. Very High 5. Native 6. DK/NR 
Show answer 
marked in 
PQN39 

      

 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN41. What is the size where you are currently living? 
1. Hamlets and isolated dwellings (<500 inhabitants) 
2. Village (from 500 to 1.000)  
3. Town (from 1.001 to 20.000)  
4. City from 20.001 to 150.000 inhabitants  
5. City with 150.001-800.000 inhabitants 



 

 

6. City with 800.001- 3 million inhabitants   
7. City with 3 million - 7 million inhabitants 
8. City of more than 7 million inhabitants  
9. DK/NR 

 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 
PQN42. We are now interested in how you take your decisions, as well as in your 
expectations and future plans. Please, rate the following statements (Being 1= totally 
disagree to 5= strongly agree) 
 

 1.Totally 
disagree 

2. 3. 4. 5.Strongly 
agree 

6.DK/NR 

In new situations, I usually rely on my previous 
experiences. 

      

I never compare new situation with past ones.       
Coping with a new situation, I use the experiences of 
others for orientation. 

      

I think, there is nothing wrong with growing upon 
proven solutions 

      

I act mostly intuitively       

When I act I usually consider alternatives       

While I act take circumstances into account       

I feel confortable if other tell me what to do       
In my opinion different situations need different 
solutions 

      

I weigh the alternatives before making a decision       

I often look for advice       
While solving a problem I collect as much information 
as possible. 

      

After having solved a problem I usually try to analise 
what went well and went wrong. 

      

I act even if I am not completely sure about the 
outcome 

      

It easy for me to adapt to new circumstances       

I am always open to new solutions       
While planning my future I consider the opinions of 
others 

      

I am unsure about my own future       
When I am not satisfied with something, I try to make 
changes 

      

 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN43. Who do you live with? Please, state the number of people you live with of each 
category 
 

SQN38a 
Alone 1 
 

SQN38b 
Partner/Registered Partner/Spouse 0-1 

Children 0-9 

Other relatives 0-9 

Friends 0-9 

 
 



 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN44. To what extent you consider to be still dependent on your parents or legal 
guardian for financial support? 
 

1. Completely 
2. Partially 
3. I am financially independent 
4. They partly depend on me 

 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 

 
We would like to know a little more about your family and their mobility background. 

 

PQN45. What is the highest education level your parents or legal guardians have achieved? 
 

 Mother/legal 
guardian 

Father/legal 
guardian 

Early childhood Education   

Primary education   

Lower secondary education (First stage of secondary education building on 
primary education, typically with a more subject-oriented curriculum) 

  

Upper secondary education (Second/final stage of secondary education 
preparing for tertiary education and/or providing skills relevant to 
employment. Usually with an increased range of subject options and streams) 

  

Post-secondary non-tertiary education (Programmes providing learning 
experiences that build on secondary education and prepare for 
labour market entry and/or tertiary education. The content is broader than 
secondary but not as complex as tertiary education) 

  

Short-cycle tertiary education (Short first tertiary)   

Bachelor or equivalent   

Master or postgraduate graduate   

Doctoral or equivalent   

DK/NR    
 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN46. Did your parents/legal guardians or grandparents move to live in a different 
country? 
  

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN47. We would like to ask you some questions about your current work situation. What 
is your current occupation? Multiple choice answer. 
 

Unemployed or temporarily not working  

Studying  

Freelance / Self-employed  

Employed  

Answer 1 can not combine with 3 or 4. 
 
 



 

 

Base: If PQN47 = 2 MANDATORY 

PQN48. Please, choose the option best suited to your situation. 
 

1. Primary and secondary student 
2. Student (University, vocational training, etc.) 
3. Apprentice (in vocational place training) 
4. Other 

 
 

Base: if PQN47 = 4 MANDATORY 

PQN49. Please, choose the option best suited to your situation 
 

1. Professional employee (doctor, lawyer, accountant, architect, etc.) 
2. General management, director or top management (managing directors, director general, 

other director) 
3. Middle management, other management (department head, junior management, teacher, 

technician) 
4. Employee, working mainly at a office 
5. Employee not in an office but travelling (salesmen, driver, etc.) 
6. Employee not in an office but in an service position (hospital, restaurant, police, fireman, 

etc.) 
7. Supervisor  
8. Skilled manual worker 
9. Other (unskilled) manual worker, domestic worker 

 
 

Base: If PQN47 = 3 MANDATORY 

PQN50. Please, choose the option best suited to your situation 
 

1. Professional (lawyer, doctor, accountant, architect, etc.) 
2. Owner of a shop, craftsmen, other 
3. Business proprietors, owner (full or partner) of a company 
4. Other 

 
 

Base: If PQN47 = (3 or 4) MANDATORY 

PQN51. What type of contract do you have? 
 

1. Full-time 
2. Part-time 
3. Hourly contract/mini job/’zero-hour’ 
4. I do not have a contract 

 
 

Base: If PQN47 = (3 or 4) and if PQN37 = (4 thru 9)  

PQN52. To what extent does your current occupation match your studies? 
 

1. No relation 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. Strong relation 
 

 



 

 

Base: If PQN47 = 3 MANDATORY 

PQN53. Why did you decide to become freelance / self-employed? 
 

1. Because I saw a business opportunity 
2. I could not find any better employment opportunities 
3. A combination of both above 
4. I have another job but want to improve my situation 
 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN54. How many times have you been unemployed for more than 4 weeks? (please do 
not include those periods of time when you were studying). 

 

1. None 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. More than 3 
 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN55. We would like to know whether you ever thought about starting your own 
business. Can you please tell if you agree or disagree with the following sentences? (Scale 
from 1 to 5, being 1 = totally disagree, and 5 = strongly agree) 
 

 1. Totally 
disagree 

2. 3. 4. 5. Strongly 
agree 

6. DK/NR 

I have the skills and 
knowledge to start a 
business 

      

I have experience 
starting a business 

      

I know somebody 
who has started a 
business in the past 2 
years 

      

I have noticed good 
opportunities where 
I live to start a 
business in the next 
six months 

      

I have scrapped the 
idea to start a 
business owing to 
fear of failure 
I have a business 
idea 

      

I have financial/ 
resources and funds 

      

Tax rates are too 
high (freelance, 
income tax) 

      

Lack of public and 
program support 

      



 

 

from local 
institutions 

 
 

Base: All MANDATORY 

 
Now we would like to know about the people who are most important to you. We are 
almost done; there are only 3 question. Please, name up four people who currently play an 
important role in your life. 
 
PQN56. Please enter the names of those 4 people in the left box. You can use pseudonyms 
or nicknames. Please mention each name only once. These can be partners, friends, family, 
acquaintances, neighbours or relatives anywhere in the world. Please, fill out the 
information on the four people. 
 

Name or first 
letter of person’s 

name 

Type of 
relationship 

Where does this 
person live 

Has this person 
been abroad for 
reason different 
tan tourism for 

more tan 2 weeks 

Sex How often do you 
keep in touch 

      

      

      

      

 
PQN56a. Name or first letter of person´s name 
 
PQN56b. Type of relationship 

1. Friend 
2. Spouse/Partner 
3. Parents 
4. Child 
5. Other relative 
6. Work colleague 
7. Employer 
8. Acquaintance 
9. Others 

 
PQN56c. Where does this person live? 

1. In the same house 
2. In the same city/town 
3. In the same country  
4. In another country 

 
PQN56d. Has this person been abroad for reasons different than tourism for more than 2 
weeks? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. DK/NR 

 
PQN56e. Sex 



 

 

 

1. Female 
2. Male 
3. DK/NR 

 
PQN56f. How often do you keep in touch with this person? 
 

1. On a daily basis 
2. Several times per week  
3. Once a week 
4. Once a month 
5. Several times a year 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN57. Now, we would like to know who do you feel closer to and which rules and values 
do you usually follow. You identify yourself with… Use the scale from 1= not at all to 
5=strongly indentify. 
 

 1. No 
identification 

2. 3. 4. 5. Complete 
identification 

The place where you live      

Your region      

Country of origin      

Europe      

The World      
  
Base: All MANDATORY 

PQN58. How likely or unlikely you consider that in the future you. 
 1. Very unlikely 2. 3. 4. 5. Very likely 6. DK/NR 

Move to another country       

Move to your home country       

Move to another part of the country 
where you currently live 

      

Learn a new language       

Obtain a higher qualification       

Become unemployed       

Get training to work in different 
domain 

      

 



 

 

Information displayed at http://move-project.eu/data/personal-data 

 

1. Objective 
 

The objective of this questionnaire is to receive the views of young European people 
regarding experiences and perceptions on mobility and to compare the analyzed countries in 
the EU to identify general patterns and regional clusters of young people mobility and non-
mobility. The overall ambition of MOVE is to provide a contribution towards an improvement 
of the conditions of the mobility of young people in Europe and a reduction of the negative 
impacts of mobility. 
 

Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data is applicable. 
 

Members of the Consortium are: 
 

Participant N° Participant organisation name Country 

1 UL Université du Luxembourg Luxembourg 

2 UH Universität Hildesheim Germany 

3 DJI Deutsches Jugendinstitut e.V. Germany 
4 ASE 

Academia De Studii Economice Din Bucuresti Romania  Bucuresti    

5 MISKOLCI 
Miskolci Egyetem Hungary  EGYETEM    

6 HiSF Høgskulen i Sogn og Fjordane Norway 

7 ICN Ilustre  Colegio  Nacional  de  Doctores  y  Licenciados  en Spain 
  Ciencias Políticas y Sociología  

8 Eurice European Research and Project Office GmbH Germany 

9 ERYICA European Youth Information and Counselling Agency Luxembourg 

 

The member responsible for carrying out this WP4: survey is Ilustre Colegio Nacional de 
Doctores y Licenciados en Ciencias Políticas y Sociología. 

 

The research from the MOVE project has received funding from Horizon 2020 under Grant 
Agreement number: 649263. 
 

More information about the Project can be found at http://move-project.eu 
 

2. What personal information do we collect and through which technical means? 
 

Identification Data 
 

The data collected and further processed is data necessary for the participation in the 

questionnaire, including the views of participants on the topics concerned. The data will only 

be used for quantitative analysis; no profiles of single data sets will be reconstructed. All 

users, who will use the data afterwards, have to agree upon this rule. The policy on ethics 

and research of the consortium and the applicable European and national laws and 

regulations will be fully observed. 



 

 

 

The research team follows a specific protocol for the confidential and anonymous treatment 

of all data collected. All personal information requested, after completing the verification 

process of fieldwork, will be removed; making it impossible to know the individual responses 

of the participants to make sure that the data can only be treated in an aggregated way. Raw 

data will be only accessible by ICN personnel working on the project through Id and 

password, and processed data will not include any reference to personal data following 

Directive 95/46/EC and other relevant EU legal instruments, in order to irreversibly prevent 

identification. Only when the participant has marked the option in which he/she states 

his/her interest in receiving the summary report will his/her personal data (e-mail) be kept. 

In this case the personal data will be kept in a separate file and will remain no longer linkable 

to the results. ICN will follow EU’s Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (0829/14/EN, 

Opinion 05/2014 on Anonymization Techniques, adopted 10 April 2014) to provide an 

effective anonymization solution, which prevent all parties from singling out an individual in 

a dataset, from linking two records within a dataset or between two separate datasets and 

from inferring any information. 
 

MOVE has voluntarily opted to be part of the Open Research Data Pilot (ORD Pilot) of 

Horizon2020, designed to improve and maximise access to and the reuse of research data 

generated by projects. The legal requirements for participating projects are set out in the 

optional article 29.3 of the Model Grant Agreement. The Pilot on Open Research Data will be 

monitored throughout Horizon 2020 with a view to further developing Commission policy on 

open research. Participating in the Open Research Data Pilot does not mean opening up all 

research data and does not change the obligation to protect results in Article 27, the 

confidentiality obligations in Article 36, the security obligations in Article 37 or the 

obligations to protect personal data in Article 39, all of which still apply. During the lifetime 

of a project, a partial (e.g. for selected datasets) or even complete (i.e. for all datasets) opt 

out remains possible for any of the reasons above via the Data Management Plan (DMP). 
 

3. Who has access to your information and to whom is it disclosed? 
 

The access to personal data as well as all information collected in the context of this 
questionnaire is only granted through User Id/Password to a defined population of users at 
 

ICN. These users are members of the Entity organising the questionnaire, and ICN’s 
subcontractor, acting as processor, GFK. 

 

The data will only be used for quantitative analysis; no profiles of single data sets will be 

reconstructed. All users, who will use the data afterwards, have to agree upon this rule. The 

data of the survey will be accessible to all members of the consortium. The Scientific Use File 

(SUF) can also be used by other researchers after the end of the project by signing a data 

user contract agreeing upon the fact that no single data sets will be reconstructed. ICN will 

follow EU’s Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (0829/14/EN, Opinion 05/2014 on 
 

Anonymization Techniques, adopted 10 April 2014) to provide an effective anonymization 
solution which prevent all parties from singling out an individual in a dataset, from linking 
 



 

 

 

two records within a dataset (or between two separate datasets) and from inferring any 
information. 
 

No personal data is transmitted to parties, which are outside the recipients and the legal 

framework mentioned. No personal data will be shared with third parties for direct 

marketing. 
 

4. How do we protect and safeguard your information? 
 

Your replies, together with your chosen language used for drafting the reply, are recorded in 

a secured and protected database. The database is not accessible from outside ICN or the 

subcontractor GFK. Inside those the database can be accessed using a User Id/Password. 

 

Access to the application is via a non-encrypted connection using the normal http protocol. 

The collected personal data and all information related to the above mentioned 

questionnaire is stored on a computer of the external contractor, acting as processor, who 

has to guarantee the data protection and confidentiality required by the Regulation (EC) 

45/2001. ICN will keep data in a secure protected server. The Scientific Use File will be stored 

for at least 5 years following European Commission requirements for Horizon2020 projects. 
 

 

5. How can you verify, modify or delete your information? 
 

In case you want to verify which personal data, if any, is stored on your behalf by the 

responsible Controller, have it modified respectively corrected, or deleted, please contact 

the Controller by using the Contact Information at the end of this statement and by explicitly 

specifying your request. 
 

6. How long do we keep your data for? 
 

Your data will remain in the database until the results have been completely analysed and 

exploited. All personal information requested, after completing the verification process of 

fieldwork, will be removed; making it impossible to know the individual responses of the 

participants to make sure that the data can only be treated in an aggregated way. The 

Scientific Use file will be stored for at least 5 years following European Commission 

requirements for Horizon 2020 projects. 
 

E-mails of respondents who have stated their interest in receiving the summary report will 

be kept for a maximum of 5 years in a separate file that can be verified, modified or deleted 

at request according to Data Protection Laws, and which will remain no longer linkable to 

the results. These will only be used for this purpose and will not be transmitted to parties, 

which are outside the recipients and the legal framework mentioned. No personal data will 

be shared with third parties for direct marketing. 
 

7. Contact Information 
 

In case you wish to verify which personal data is stored on your behalf by the responsible 
controller, have it modified, corrected, or deleted, or if you have questions regarding the 
 



 

 

 

questionnaire, or concerning any information processed in the context of the questionnaire, 

or on your rights, feel free to contact the support team, using the following contact 

information: 

 

Should you have a problem completing this questionnaire or if you require detailed 
assistance or more information, please contact move@colpolsoc.org 
 

More information at http://move-project.eu 
 

8. What will happen to the results of the research? 
 

The data sets obtained from the survey will be processed and shared during the life of the 

project only with the members of the research consortium. The data sets will not contain 

personal information. After the project, the scientific use file will be available on both, the 

project web site and ICN web site, through online petition. In general, in order to allow the 

availability of information and open access to the micro data, we will use and observe Article 

29.3 of the Model Grant Agreement (article applied to all projects participating in the Pilot 

on Open Research Data in Horizon 2020) as a guideline. 

 

MOVE has voluntarily opted to be part of the Open Research Data Pilot (ORD Pilot) of 

Horizon2020, designed to improve and maximise access to and the reuse of research data 

generated by projects. The legal requirements for participating projects are set out in the 

optional article 29.3 of the Model Grant Agreement. The Pilot on Open Research Data will be 

monitored throughout Horizon 2020 with a view to further developing Commission policy on 

open research. Participation in the Open Research Data Pilot does not mean opening up all 

research data and does not change the obligation to protect results in Article 27, the 

confidentiality obligations in Article 36, the security obligations in Article 37 or the 

obligations to protect personal data in Article 39, all of which still apply. During the lifetime 

of a project, a partial (e.g. for selected datasets) or even complete (i.e. for all datasets) opt 

out remains possible for any of the reasons above via the Data Management Plan (DMP). 

 

All MOVE partners are aware of the fact that in Horizon 2020 open access (free of charge 

online access) is mandatory. They have been informed of the EU’s open access policy. As a 

consequence of this, each partner will ensure open access to all peer-reviewed scientific 

publications relating to its results. Additionally, a summary report will be published on the 

project website and provided to those participants that state their interest in the results on 

the last page of the survey at the end of the research. 
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MOVE: Mapping mobility – pathways, institutions 
and structural effects of youth mobility 

 

The research from the MOVE project has received funding from Horizon 2020 under Grant 

Agreement number: 649263 — MOVE — H2020-YOUNG-2014-2015/H2020-YOUNG-

SOCIETY-2014 
 
 

 

Specific Privacy Statement 
 
 
 
The aim of the MOVE survey is to obtain quantitative data on around 6400 European young 
peoples’ experiences and perceptions on mobility. The overall ambition of MOVE is to 
provide a contribution towards an improvement of the conditions of the mobility of young 
people in Europe and a reduction of the negative impacts of mobility. 

 
The questionnaire has an estimated duration of 15 minutes (maximum of 30’). The 
participation is voluntary and can be stopped at any time without giving reasons. 

 

Any personal information requested, after completing the verification process of fieldwork, 
will be removed; making it impossible to know the individual responses of the participants 
and ensuring data can only be treated in an aggregated way. Processed data will not include 
any reference to personal data following Directive 95/46/EC and other relevant EU legal 
instruments, in order to irreversibly prevent identification. ICN will follow EU’s Article 29 Data  
Protection Working Party (0829/14/EN, Opinion 05/2014 on Anonymization Techniques, 
adopted 10 April 2014) to prevent all parties from singling out an individual in a dataset, 
from linking two records within a dataset or between two separate datasets and from 
inferring any information 

 
Should you have a problem completing this questionnaire or if you require detailed 
assistance or more information, please contact move@colpolsoc.org 
 

More information on the project can be found at http://move-project.eu 

 

More information on how the data will be handled can be found at http://move-
project.eu/data/personal-data with more information available for the survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

SQN1. In which lenguage would you like to answer? 
1. Deutsch 
2. Español 
3. Français 
4. Lëtzebuergesch 
5. Deutsch (Version für Luxemburg) 
6. Magyar 
7. Norsk, Bokmål 
8. Norsk, Nynorsk 
9. Româna 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

 

First of all, we would like to ask you a few short questions to see whether you match the 

criteria of the research 

 

SQN2. How old are you? 
 
1 – 99 (Dropdown) 

Filter: if less than 18 or more than 29: end survey. 

 

Base: All MANDATORY 

SQN3. Are you? 
 

1. Male
2. Female

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

SQN4. From which region do you come from? 
1. Andalucía 
2. Aragón 
3. Asturias, Principado de 
4. Balears, Illes 
5. Canarias 
6. Cantabria 
7. Castilla y León 
8. Castilla - La Mancha 
9. Cataluña 
10. Comunitat Valenciana 
11. Extremadura 
12. Galicia 
13. Madrid, Comunidad de 
14. Murcia, Región de 
15. Navarra, Comunidad Foral de 
16. País Vasco 
17. Rioja, La 
18. Baden-Württemberg 
19. Bayern 
20. Berlin 

21. Brandenburg 
22. Bremen 
23. Hamburg 
24. Hessen 
25. Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
26. Niedersachsen 
27. Nordrhein-Westfalen 
28. Rheinland-Pfalz 
29. Saarland 
30. Sachsen 
31. Sachsen-Anhalt 
32. Schleswig-Holstein 
33. Thüringen 
34. Dél-Alföld (Southern Great Plains) 
35. Dél-Dunántúl (Southern Transdanubia) 
36. Közép-Dunántúl (Central Transdanubia) 
37. Közép-Magyarország (Central Hungary) 
38. Nyugat-Dunántúl (Western Transdanubia) 
39. Észak-Alföld (Northern Great Plains) 
40. Észak-Magyarország (Northern Hungary) 



 

 

41. Østfold 
42. Akershus 
43. Oslo 
44. Hedmark 
45. Oppland 
46. Buskerud 
47. Vestfold 
48. Telemark 
49. Aust-Agder 
50. Vest-Agder 
51. Rogaland 
52. Hordaland 
53. Sogn og Fjordane

 
54. Møre og Romsdal 
55. Sør-Trøndelag 
56. Nord-Trøndelag 
57. Nordland 
58. Troms - Romsa 
59. Finnmark - Finnmárku 
60. Bucuresti - Ilfov (Bucharest - Ilfov) 
61. Centru (Centre) 
62. Nord-Est (North East) 
63. Nord-Vest (North West) 
64. Sud Muntenia (South) 
65. Sud-Est (South East) 
66. Sud-Vest Oltenia (South West) 
67. Vest (West) 
68. Ceuta y Melilla 

 

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

SQN5. What is your nationality or nationalities if you hold more than one? 
 

1. Germany 
2. Austria 
3. Belgium 
4. Bulgaria 
5. Chipre 
6. Croacia 
7. Denmark 
8. Slovakia 
9. Slovenia 
10. Spain 
11. Estonia 
12. Finland 
13. France 
14. Greece 
15. Hungary 
16. Ireland 
17. Italy 
18. Latvia 

19. Lithuania 
20. Luxembourg 
21. Malta 
22. Norway 
23. The Netherlands 
24. Poland 
25. Portugal 
26. United Kingdom 
27. Czech Republic 
28. Romania 
29. Sweden 
30. Other European Country 
31. Other Asian Country 
32. Other African Country 
33. Other North American country 
34. Other Latin American country 
35. Other Oceanic country

 

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

SQN6. In which country did you obtain your secondary school certificate/diploma?  
(If you have not finished your secondary school, in which country did you spend 
the last year of your school years?) 
1. Spain 
2. Norway 
3. Germany 
4. Luxembourg 
5. Hungary 
6. Romania 



 

 

7. Other 
 

Filter: if answer to SQN5 = (1, 10, 15, 20, 22, 28) or SQN6 = (1 thru 6) they can 
continue survey, otherwise end survey. 

 
Base: All MANDATORY 

 

Our project studies European young people's mobility, so we would like to know 

whether you have travelled abroad. 

 
SQN7.  Have you ever been abroad? 
 

1. No, never 
2. Yes, 1-5 times 
3. Yes, 6-10 times 
4. Yes, 11-20 times 
5. Yes, more than 20 times 

 
Base: All MANDATORY  

SQN8. Have you ever been in another country for longer than 2 weeks for a reason 
DIFFERENT than tourism or visiting relatives? 
 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 

Filter: if answer in SQN8 = 2 end survey. 
 
MANDATORY 

SQN9. What countries have you travelled to for longer than 2 weeks, for reasons 
DIFFERENT than tourism or visiting relatives? 
 

Please list the most important experience first. It could be important to you because it is 

the most recent, for personal or professional reasons, for its duration or for any other 

reason which may be relevant to you. You may include current experiences if you are living 

abroad right now. There is no specific order for the rest of the experiences. 

 

Please, point out as many countries as needed to relate to your experiences. The 
minimum is 1 country and the maximum is 5. 

 

Destination country 
(Drop down menu) 

Start of 
mobility 

(year)  
 

Lenght of 
stay 

Main reason 
for mobility 

 

Progam 
used 

 

Rate the 
experience 

 
 
 

 

1 Token   token      

2          
          

3          

4          

5          
          

 

SQN9a Destination country: 



 

 

1. Germany 
2. Austria 
3. Belgium 
4. Bulgaria 
5. Chipre 
6. Croacia 
7. Denmark 
8. Slovakia 
9. Slovenia 
10. Spain 
11. Estonia 
12. Finland 
13. France 
14. Greece 
15. Hungary 
16. Ireland 
17. Italy 
18. Latvia 

19. Lithuania 
20. Luxembourg 
21. Malta 
22. Norway 
23. The Netherlands 
24. Poland 
25. Portugal 
26. United Kingdom 
27. Czech Republic 
28. Romania 
29. Sweden 
30. Other European  
31. Other Asian  
32. Other African  
33. Other North American  
34. Other Latin American  
35. Other Oceanic  

 

SQN9b-Start of mobility (year):
1. 1986 
2. 1987 
3. 1988 
4. 1989 
5. 1990 
6. 1991 
7. 1992 
8. 1993 
9. 1994 
10. 1995 
11. 1996 
12. 1997 
13. 1998 
14. 1999 
15. 2000 
16. 2001 

17. 2002 
18. 2003 
19. 2004 
20. 2005 
21. 2006 
22. 2007 
23. 2008 
24. 2009 
25. 2010 
26. 2011 
27. 2012 
28. 2013 
29. 2014 
30. 2015 
31. 2016 

 

SQN9c Lenght of stay: 
1. Less than a month 
2. 1 month 
3. 2 months 
4. 3 months 
5. 4 months 
6. 5 months 
7. 6 months 
8. 7 months 
9. 8 months 
10. 9 months 

11. 10 months 
12. 11 months 
13. 12 months 
14. 1 and a half year 
15. 2 years 
16. 3 years 
17. 4 years 
18. 5 years 
19. More than 5 years

SQN9d Main reason for mobility: 
 



 

 

1. Studies: School exchange (primary or secondary school) 
2. Studies: vocational training 
3. Studies: A part of studies taken abroad (Erasmus) 
4. Studies: Entire programme abroad (Ba, Ma, PhD, etc.) 
5. Studies: Language courses 
6. Work experience/Internship: as part of higher education studies 
7. Work experience/ internship: as part of vocational training 
8. Work experience/ internship: as part of a programme addressed to entrepreneurs 
9. Voluntary work / voluntary service 
10. Work-related reasons (to work, to seek for a job) 
11. Au-pair 
12. Entrepreneurial/working for my own business 
13. Others 

 

SQN9e Program used: 
 

1. Erasmus+ school (Comenius) Filter: if PQN9d = (1, 5 or 14) 
2. Erasmus+ vocational education and training (Leonardo da Vinci) Filter: if PQN9d = (2, 4, 6, 

7 or 14) 
3. Erasmus+ Higher education (Erasmus) Filter: if PQN9d = (3 or 14) 
4. Erasmus+ For young people and youth workers Filter: if PQN9d = (6, 10, 12 or 14) 
5. Erasmus+ International Cooperation (Mundus, Tempus, Alfa, Edulink, etc.) Filter: if PQN9d = 

(2, 3, 4 or 14) 
6. Erasmus+ adult learning (Grundtvig) Filter: if PQN9d = 14 
7. Erasmus+ Young Entrepreneurs Filter: if PQN9d = (8, 13 or 14) 
8. Erasmus+Jean Monnet Filter: if PQN9d = 3, 4 or 14 

9. Erasmus+ Youth non-formal and informal learning (Youth in action) Filter: if PQN9d = (5, 6 
or 14) 

10. Erasmus+ sports Filter: if PQN9d = (5 or 14) 
11. European Voluntary Service Filter: if PQN9d = (9 or 14) 
12. Your first job EURES Filter: if PQN9d = (6, 10, 12 or 14) 
13. European for citizens programme Filter: if PQN9d = (5 or 14) 
14. Marie Curie Filter: if PQN9d = (3, 4, 6 or 14) 
15. MobiPro Filter: if PQN9d = (2, 7, 10 or 14) 
16. Others Filter: if PQN9d = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 or 14) 
17. None Filter: if PQN9d = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 or 14) 
 

SQN9f Rated experience: 
 

1. Very bad 
2.   
3.   
4.   
5. Very good 

 

 
NON-MANDATORY 

SQN10.  Are these sentences true for you? 
 1.Yes 2.No 3.N.A. 

My siblings studied/are studying abroad    



 

 

At least one of my parents studied abroad    

My friends studied/are studying abroad (the entire studies)    

My friends did /are doing a student exchange (e.g.. Erasmus)     

My sibling recommended to me to study abroad    

At least one of my parents recommended to me to study abroad    

My friends recommended to me to study abroad    

 

 
MANDATORY 

SQN11. Generally speaking, what reasons do you consider most important to spend some 
time/move abroad? 
 

Choose a maximum of 3 answers. 
1. Previous knowledge of the language (convenience) 
2. To learn/improve languages 
3. Family related reasons 
4. Personal relationships in the chosen country (friends/family) 
5. Studies related reasons 
6. To improve working conditions 
7. To be unable to find a job in my own country 
8. The financial situation in my own country 
9. The political situation in my own country 
10. Personal health reasons 
11. In order to improve opportunities for personal/professional development 
12. Feeling attracted to the culture /country 
13. Having been there before 
14. For love, getting together with partner 
15. Other(s) 
16. I have no interest to spend some time/move abroad 

 

 

MANDATORY 

SQN12. Who played an important role in your decision to go abroad? 
 

Please rate from 1 to 5, 1 = not at all and 5 = A very important role 
 1. Not at all 2.  3.  4.  5.  6. A 

very 
important 
role 

Myself       

My parents       

Other relatives       

Friends       

Partner       

Acquaintances       

Other       
 

 

MANDATORY 

SQN13. Generally speaking, which obstacles do you face/have you faced to spend 
some time / move abroad? 
 

Choose a maximum of 3 answers. 
1. Lack of sufficient language skills   



 

 

2. Lack of support or information 
3. Difficulties to register in education/training 
4. Obstacles or differences in recognition of qualifications 
5. Difficulties finding a job abroad 
6. Difficulties to obtain a work permit abroad 
7. A worse welfare system (pensions/healthcare) 
8. My partner is not willing to move 
9. Psychological well-being (fear of suffering from stress/loneliness/sadness) 
10. Financial commitments in my current place of residency (e.g. bank loans or owning a 

property) 
11. Lack of financial resources to move abroad 
12. I did not experience any barrier or difficulty 

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

 

Now we would like to know a little more about your experience in {#token_country} in 

{#token_year}, your activities there and the contact you kept with your own country 

 
SQN14. Thinking about that stay abroad, which sources of information were useful to 
prepare your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 

Please chose ONLY those options you have used. 
1. Teacher or tutor 
2. International university offices at home 
3. International offices of the foreign university 
4. University websites 
5. Government youth information offices 
6. Youth associations 
7. Search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc.)  
8. Online communities/social networks (Facebook…)  
9. Friends 
10. Relatives 
11. Job or education fairs 
12. Employment agencies 
13. Job websites 
14. Press 
15. Government websites of the targeted country 
16. Government websites from origin country 
17. EURES (The European Job Mobility Portal)  
18. Voluntary service agencies 
19. Others 

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SPQN15. How did you travel to {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 

(multiple choice) 
1. Flight 
2. Low cost flight 
3. Train 
4. Bus 
5. Car 



 

 

6. Ferry 
7. Other 

 
 

MANDATORY 

SQN16. Why did you choose a particular city/town/village when you went 
to {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 
Maximum 3 answers. 

1. I feel attracted to the cultural offer 
2. It is a place with cosmopolitan atmosphere 
3. I like the atmosphere/landscape 
4. Many people from my home country live there 
5. It is the only place that my University/School offered 
6. I know there are a lot of young people who live there  
7. Others 

 
 

MANDATORY 

SQN17. How did you finance your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 

From 1 =non-existent to 5 = very important 
 1. Non 

existant 
2. 3. 4.  5. Very 

important 
6. DK/NR 

European mobility programmes (Youth in Action, 
Erasmus+, others) 

      

National study grants       
Family assistance       

Business programmes/funded by employer       

Private funds/savings       

Other grants and awards       

Working full time or part time       
Loan       
 
 

Base: if SQN9d = (3 or4) NON-MANDATORY 

SQN18. When you were in {#token_country} in {#token_year} what stage of your studies 
were you at? 

 
1. Bachelor 
2. Master 
3. Bachelor & Master 
4. PhD 
5. Others 

 
 

Base: if SQN9d = (3 or 4) NON-MANDATORY 

SQN19. Which aspects were relevant for your student mobility in {#token_country} in 
{#token_year}? 

 
 1.Yes 2.No  3.DK/NR 

Prestige of the university in the receiving country was 
relevant for student mobility 

   

Quality of teaching in the receiving country was relevant for 
student mobility 

   



 

 

The subject cannot be studied in my home country was 
relevant for student mobility 

   

It was a compulsory part of my studies was relevant for 
student mobility 

   

I wanted to study the subject from another point of view was 
relevant for student mobility 

   

 
 

Base: if SQN9d = (3 or 4) NON-MANDATORY 

SQN20. During your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year} how much time do 
you spend / did you spend carrying out the following activities? 
 
 

Please mark from 1 to 5, being 1= no time at all and 5= a long time. 
 1. No 

time at 
all 

2. 3. 4. 5. A 
long 
time 

6. 
DK/NR 

Study related activities       
Work       
Tourism       
 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN21. During your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year} have you ever taken 
part or attended activities in these associations? 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
 Yes, I do/ have 

collaborated 
actively 

Yes, I do/ I followed their 
activities through social 
networks, news or websites 

Youth or student association   

Educational, artistic, musical or cultural activities   

Sport or leisure association   

Entrepreneurial association   

Political party or trade union   

Human rights, women´s, environmentalist, animal-rights 
association, welfare association for older, handicapped 
or deprived people 

  

Pro immigrants associations   

Other associations   
 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN22. Have you taken part in any of the following cultural/recreational activities during 
your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year}? 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
  Country of 

origin 
Token_country in token 
year 

Of other 
countries 

Cultural events: go to museums, galleries, 
exhibitions, theatre, dance, opera play of… 

   

To go to the cinema, watch movies, TV series 
from 

   

To go to a concert, music festivals, dj sessions 
of… 

   

To buy food or go to restaurants from…    

To celebrate traditional celebrations/festivities    



 

 

of… 

To support a sport team from..    

To play a sport with people from…    

To go to parties or get-together with people 
from… 

   

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN23. During your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year} did you ever take part in 
any of the activities mentioned below? 
 
Please mark ONLY those activities in which you participated 
 In relation 

to country 
of origin 

In relation with 
{#token_country} 

In relation to rights and 
conditions of the citizens of 
your country that lived in 
token_country in year 
token_year 

Global affairs 
(Sex, 
ecology, 
human 
rights) 

I did not 
participate 

To sign a petition for a 
campaign 

     

To attend to a 
protest/demonstration 

     

To participate in a strike      

To participate in an 
illegal 
protest (stopping traffic, 
occupying private 
property...) 

     

To buy products for 
political, ethical or 
environmental reasons 

     

To boycott products for 
political, ethical or 
environmental reasons 

     

To contact (or try to 
contact) a politician 

     

To donate or raise 
money 
for an ethical, political 
or 
environmental reason 

     

To attend a political 
meeting or gathering 

     

To carry or wear 
symbols 
or stickers supporting a 
specific cause 

     

Answers 1, 2, 3 and 4 may be multiple answer, 5 can only be single response. 
 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN24. During your stay in {#token_country} in {#token_year} have you stayed 
informed of events happening in your country and host country? 
 
Mark ONLY the ones you used at least once a week. 
 Country of 

origin 
‘Token: 
country’ 

International 



 

 

 

You follow the news on radio or TV    

You read the newspapers (printed or digital)    

Through websites or blogs    

Trough social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, 
etc.) 

   

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN25. Regarding your financial transactions, during your stay in 
{#token_country} in {#token_year}, please, mark an option: 
 
 1. Never 2. On the one off 

occasion 
3. Regularly (monthly, every three 
months, annually 

Have you sent money to people, invested or 
contributed to 
associations in your country while living abroad? 

   

Have you ever sent money to people, invested 
or contributed 
to associations located in another country while 
you were living abroad? 

   

 

 
NON-MANDATORY 

SQN26. Did you vote in the last elections? 
 
 1. Yes 2. No, because 3. No, 4. No (I did not 5. DK/NR 
  the process because I want to, I  

  was very did not forgot to, I  

  complicated have missed the  

   voting deadline)  

   rights   

General or presidential elections in      

your home country      

General or presidential elections in      

another country      

Regional elections in your home      

country      

Regional elections in another      

country      

Local elections in your home      

country      

Local elections in another country      

Referendum (Europe, Scotland,      

Greece, Brexit, etc)      

University or student elections      

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN27.'While you were in {#token_country} in {#token_year} who did you stay in touch 
with at least once a week…?  
 
(Face to face, or through instant messaging, social networks, etc.) Mark ONLY the ones you have contact 
with at least once a week. 

1. Partner from your country  



 

 

2. Partner from (token: destination country)  
3. Partner from other country  
4. Relatives from your country 

 
5. Relatives in (token: destination country)  
6. Relatives from your country  
7. Friends from (token: destination country)  
8. Friends from other country  
9. Friends form another country  
10. Acquaintances from your country  
11. Acquaintances from (token: destination country)  
12. Acquaintances from other country 

 
 

MANDATORY 

SQN28. Regarding the expectations before you started your stay abroad in 
{#token_country} in {#token_year}, to what extent were they met? 
 
From a scale of 1 to 5; 1 non-successful to 5 successful.   
 1. Were not 

fulfilled 
2.  3. 4. 5. Exceeded my 

expectations 
6. NA 

Acceptance/adjustement 
in new society 

      

Personal experience       

Language acquisition       

Education/training       

Professional experience       

 
 
MANDATORY 

SQN29. Where did you born?  
 

1. Germany 

2. Austria 

3. Belgium 

4. Bulgaria 

5. Chipre 

6. Croacia 

7. Denmark 

8. Slovakia 

9. Slovenia 

10. Spain 

11. Estonia 

12. Finland 

13. France 

14. Greece 

15. Hungary 

16. Ireland 

17. Italy 

18. Latvia 

19. Lithuania 

20. Luxembourg 

21. Malta 

22. Norway 

23. The Netherlands 

24. Poland 

25. Portugal 

26. United Kingdom 

27. Czech Republic 

28. Romania 

29. Sweden 

30. Other European  

31. Other Asian  

32. Other African  

33. Other North American  

34. Other Latin American  

35. Other Oceanic  



 

 

 
 

MANDATORY 

SQN30. What is the size where you have lived most of your life? 

 
1. Hamlets and isolated dwellings (<500 inhabitants) 
2. Village (from 500 to 1.000)  
3. Town (from 1.001 to 20.000)  
4. City from 20.001 to 150.000 inhabitants  
5. City with 150.001-800.000 inhabitants 
6. City with 800.001- 3 million inhabitants   
7. City with 3 million - 7 million inhabitants 
8. City of more than 7 million inhabitants  
9. DK/NR 

 

 

MANDATORY 

SQN31. What is the highest educational level you have achieved? 
 

1. Early childhood Education  
2. Primary education  
3. Lower secondary education (First stage of secondary education building on primary 

education, typically with a more subject-oriented curriculum) 
4. Upper secondary education (Second/final stage of secondary education preparing for tertiary 

education and/or providing skills relevant to employment. Usually with an increased range of 
subject options and streams) 

5. Post-secondary non-tertiary education (Programmes providing learning experiences that 
build on secondary education and prepare for labour market entry and/or tertiary education. 
The content is broader than secondary but not as complex as tertiary education) 

6. Short-cycle tertiary education (Short first tertiary programmes that are typically practically-
based, occupationally-specific and prepare for labour market entry. These programmes may 
also provide a pathway to other tertiary programmes) 

7. Bachelor or equivalent 
8. Master or postgraduate graduate 
9. PhD or equivalent 

 
 

Base if SQN31 = (3 thru 9) MANDATORY 

SQN32. Which is the studies field of the highest level of education you have achieved? 
 

1. Education 
2. Humanities and Arts   
3. Social sciences, international journalism and information 
4. Management, administration and Law 
5. Natural sciences, mathematics and statistics 
6. Communication and information Technology 
7. Engineering, construction and industry 
8. Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and veterinaries 
9. Health and welfare 
10. Services 
11. Others 



 

 

 
 

MANDATORY 

SQN33. What languages do you speak? Please, mark as many options as you need 
 

1. English 
2. French 
3. Portuguese 
4. German 
5. Spanish 
6. Romanian 
7. Luxembourgish 
8. Hungarian 
9. Italian 
10. Norwegian 
11. Catalan 
12. Galician 
13. Basque 
14. Other 

 
 

Base: Only the options marked in the previous question. MANDATORY 
SQN34. Please, state your level of the following languages 
 

 1.Low 2. Intermediate 3. High 4. Very High 5. Native 6. DK/NR 
Show answer 
marked in 
SQN33 

      

 
 
MANDATORY 

SQN35. Where do you currently live? 
 

1. Germany 

2. Austria 

3. Belgium 

4. Bulgaria 

5. Chipre 

6. Croatia 

7. Denmark 

8. Slovakia 

9. Slovenia 

10. Spain 

11. Estonia 

12. Finland 

13. France 

14. Greece 

15. Hungary 

16. Ireland 

17. Iceland 

18. Italy 

19. Latvia 

20. Liechtenstein 

21. Lithuania 

22. Luxembourg 

23. Malta 

24. Norway 

25. The Netherlands 

26. Poland 

27. Portugal 

28. United Kingdom 

29. Czech Republic 

30. Romania 

31. Switzerland 

32. Sweden 

33. Other European  

34. Other Asian 

35. Other African 

36. Other North American 

37. Other Latin American 

38. Other Oceania 

 



 

 

 
MANDATORY 

SQN36. What is the size where you are currently living? 
 

1. Hamlets and isolated dwellings (<500 inhabitants) 
2. Village (from 500 to 1.000)  
3. Town (from 1.001 to 20.000)  
4. City from 20.001 to 150.000 inhabitants  
5. City with 150.001-800.000 inhabitants 
6. City with 800.001- 3 million inhabitants   
7. City with 3 million - 7 million inhabitants 
8. City of more than 7 million inhabitants  
9. DK/NR 

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 
SQN37. We are now interested in how you take your decisions, as well as in your 
expectations and future plans. Please, rate the following statements (Being 1= totally 
disagree to 5= strongly agree) 
 

 1.Totally 
disagree 

2. 3. 4. 5.Strongly 
agree 

6.DK/NR 

In new situations, I usually rely on my previous 
experiences. 

      

I never compare new situation with past ones.       
Coping with a new situation, I use the experiences of 
others for orientation. 

      

I think, there is nothing wrong with growing upon 
proven solutions 

      

I act mostly intuitively       

When I act I usually consider alternatives       

While I act take circumstances into account       

I feel confortable if other tell me what to do       
In my opinion different situations need different 
solutions 

      

I weigh the alternatives before making a decision       

I often look for advice       
While solving a problem I collect as much information 
as possible. 

      

After having solved a problem I usually try to analise 
what went well and went wrong. 

      

I act even if I am not completely sure about the 
outcome 

      

It easy for me to adapt to new circumstances       

I am always open to new solutions       
While planning my future I consider the opinions of 
others 

      

I am unsure about my own future       
When I am not satisfied with something, I try to make 
changes 

      

 
 

MANDATORY 

SQN38. Who do you live with? Please, state the number of people you live with of each 
category 
 



 

 

SQN38a 
Alone 1 
 

SQN38b 
Partner/Registered Partner/Spouse 0-1 

Children 0-9 

Other relatives 0-9 

Friends 0-9 

 
 

MANDATORY 

SQN39. To what extent you consider to be still dependent on your parents or legal 
guardian for financial support? 
 

1. Completely 
2. Partially 
3. I am financially independent 
4. They partly depend on me 

 
 

MANDATORY 

 

We would like to know a little more about your family and their mobility background. 

 

SQN40. What is the highest education level your parents or legal guardians have achieved? 
  
 Mother/legal 

guardian 
Father/legal 
guardian 

Early childhood Education   

Primary education   

Lower secondary education (First stage of secondary education building on 
primary education, typically with a more subject-oriented curriculum) 

  

Upper secondary education (Second/final stage of secondary education 
preparing for tertiary education and/or providing skills relevant to 
employment. Usually with an increased range of subject options and streams) 

  

Post-secondary non-tertiary education (Programmes providing learning 
experiences that build on secondary education and prepare for 
labour market entry and/or tertiary education. The content is broader than 
secondary but not as complex as tertiary education) 

  

Short-cycle tertiary education (Short first tertiary)   

Bachelor or equivalent   

Master or postgraduate graduate   

Doctoral or equivalent   

DK/NR   

 
 

MANDATORY 

SQN41. Did your parents/legal guardians or grandparents move to live in a different 
country? 
  

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
 

MANDATORY 



 

 

 
We would like to ask you some questions about your current work situation.  

 
SQN42. What is your current occupation? Multiple choice answer. 
 

Unemployed or temporarily not working  

Studying  

Freelance / Self-employed  

Employed  

Answer 1 can not combine with 3 or 4. 
 
 

Base: If SQN42 = 2 MANDATORY 

SQN43. Please, choose the option best suited to your situation. 
 

1. Primary and secondary student 
2. Student (University, vocational training, etc.) 
3. Apprentice (in vocational place training) 
4. Other 

 
 

Base: if SQN42 = 4 MANDATORY 

SQN44. Please, choose the option best suited to your situation 
 

1. Professional employee (doctor, lawyer, accountant, architect, etc.) 
2. General management, director or top management (managing directors, director general, 

other director) 
3. Middle management, other management (department head, junior management, teacher, 

technician) 
4. Employee, working mainly at an office 
5. Employee not in an office but travelling (salesmen, driver, etc.) 
6. Employee not in an office but in a service position (hospital, restaurant, police, fireman, etc.) 
7. Supervisor  
8. Skilled manual worker 
9. Other (unskilled) manual worker, domestic worker 

 
 

Base: If SQN42 = 3 MANDATORY 

SQN45. Please, choose the option best suited to your situation 
 

1. Professional (lawyer, doctor, accountant, architect, etc.) 
2. Owner of a shop, craftsmen, other 
3. Business proprietors, owner (full or partner) of a company 
4. Other 

 
 

Base: If SQN42 = (3 or 4) MANDATORY 

SQN46. What type of contract do you have? 
 

1. Full-time 
2. Part-time 
3. Hourly contract/mini job/’zero-hour’ 
4. I do not have a contract 



 

 

 
 

Base: If SQN42 = (3 or 4) and if SQN31 = (1 thru 9) MANDATORY 

SQN47. To what extent does your current occupation match your studies? 
 

1. No relation 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. Strong relation 

 
 

Base: If SQN42 = 3 MANDATORY 

SQN48. Why did you decide to become freelance / self-employed?  
 

1. Because I saw a business opportunity 
2. I could not find any better employment opportunities 
3. A combination of both above 
4. I have another job but want to improve my situation 

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN49. How many times have you been unemployed for more than 4 weeks? (please do 
not include those periods of time when you were studying).  

 

1. None 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. More than 3 

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN50. We would like to know whether you ever thought about starting your own 
business. Can you please tell if you agree or disagree with the following sentences? (Scale 
from 1 to 5, being 1 = totally disagree, and 5 = strongly agree) 
 

 1. Totally 
disagree 

2. 3. 4. 5. Strongly 
agree 

6. DK/NR 

I have the skills and 
knowledge to start a 
business 

      

I have experience 
starting a business 

      

I know somebody 
who has started a 
business in the past 2 
years 

      

I have noticed good 
opportunities where 
I live to start a 
business in the next 
six months 

      

I have scrapped the       



 

 

idea to start a 
business owing to 
fear of failure 
I have a business 
idea 

I have financial/ 
resources and funds 

      

Tax rates are too 
high (freelance, 
income tax) 

      

Lack of public and 
program support 
from local 
institutions 

      

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

 
Now we would like to know about the people who are most important to you. We are 

almost done; there are only 3 question. Please, name up four people who currently play an 

important role in your life.  

 
SQN51. Please enter the names of those 4 people in the left box. You can use pseudonyms 
or nicknames. Please mention each name only once. These can be partners, friends, family, 
acquaintances, neighbours or relatives anywhere in the world. Please, fill out the 
information on the four people. 
 

Name or first 
letter of person’s 

name 

Type of 
relationship 

Where does this 
person live 

Has this person 
been abroad for 
reason different 
tan tourism for 

more tan 2 weeks 

Sex How often do you 
keep in touch 

      

      

      

      

 
SQN51a. Name or first letter of person´s name 
 
SQN51b. Type of relationship 

1. Friend 
2. Spouse/Partner 
3. Parents 
4. Child 
5. Other relative 
6. Work colleague 
7. Employer 
8. Acquaintance 
9. Others 

 

SQN51c. Where does this person live? 
 

1. In the same house 



 

 

2. In the same city/town 
3. In the same country  
4. In another country 

 
SQN51d. Has this person been abroad for reasons different than tourism for more than 2 
weeks? 
 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. DK/NR 

 

SQN51e. Sex 
 

1. Female 
2. Male 
3. DK/NR 

 

SQN51f. How often do you keep in touch with this person? 
 

1. On a daily basis 
2. Several times per week  
3. Once a week 
4. Once a month 
5. Several times a year 

 
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN52. Now, we would like to know who do you feel closer to and which rules and values 
do you usually follow. You identify yourself with… Use the scale from 1= not at all to 
5=strongly indentify. 
 
 1. No 

identification 
2. 3. 4. 5. Complete 

identification 

The place where you live      

Your region      

Country of origin      

Europe      

The World      

  
 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN53. How likely or unlikely you consider that in the future you. 
 
 1. Very unlikely 2. 3. 4. 5. Very likely 6. DK/NR 

Move to another country       

Move to your home country       

Move to another part of the country 
where you currently live 

      

Learn a new language       

Obtain a higher qualification       

Become unemployed       

Get training to work in different       



 

 

domain 
 

 

NON-MANDATORY 

SQN54. Please provide a valid e-mail address… 
 
 
 
NON-MANDATORY 

SQN55. If you wish to receive the final report of the results of this project 
 

0. No 
1. Yes 

 
 
NON-MANDATORY 

SQN56. If you wish to enter the draw for a 6 months suscription to a music, film and series 
online platform, or a 50€ gift card to spend on books, music, technological products, hand-
made ethical products or your chosen NGO. 
 

0. No 
1. Yes 

 
 
NON-MANDATORY 

SQN57. From which platform/organization/personal contact did you hear about this 
survey? 
 
 



 

 

Information displayed at http://move-project.eu/data/personal-data 

 

1. Objective 
 

The objective of this questionnaire is to receive the views of young European people 
regarding experiences and perceptions on mobility and to compare the analyzed countries in 
the EU to identify general patterns and regional clusters of young people mobility and non-
mobility. The overall ambition of MOVE is to provide a contribution towards an improvement 
of the conditions of the mobility of young people in Europe and a reduction of the negative 
impacts of mobility. 
 

Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data is applicable. 
 

Members of the Consortium are: 
 

Participant N° Participant organisation name Country 

1 UL Université du Luxembourg Luxembourg 

2 UH Universität Hildesheim Germany 

3 DJI Deutsches Jugendinstitut e.V. Germany 
4 ASE 

Academia De Studii Economice Din Bucuresti Romania  Bucuresti    

5 MISKOLCI 
Miskolci Egyetem Hungary  EGYETEM    

6 HiSF Høgskulen i Sogn og Fjordane Norway 

7 ICN Ilustre  Colegio  Nacional  de  Doctores  y  Licenciados  en Spain 
  Ciencias Políticas y Sociología  

8 Eurice European Research and Project Office GmbH Germany 

9 ERYICA European Youth Information and Counselling Agency Luxembourg 

 

The member responsible for carrying out this WP4: survey is Ilustre Colegio Nacional de 
Doctores y Licenciados en Ciencias Políticas y Sociología. 

 

The research from the MOVE project has received funding from Horizon 2020 under Grant 
Agreement number: 649263. 
 

More information about the Project can be found at http://move-project.eu 
 

2. What personal information do we collect and through which technical means? 
 

Identification Data 
 

The data collected and further processed is data necessary for the participation in the 

questionnaire, including the views of participants on the topics concerned. The data will only 

be used for quantitative analysis; no profiles of single data sets will be reconstructed. All 

users, who will use the data afterwards, have to agree upon this rule. The policy on ethics 

and research of the consortium and the applicable European and national laws and 

regulations will be fully observed. 



 

 

 

The research team follows a specific protocol for the confidential and anonymous treatment 

of all data collected. All personal information requested, after completing the verification 

process of fieldwork, will be removed; making it impossible to know the individual responses 

of the participants to make sure that the data can only be treated in an aggregated way. Raw 

data will be only accessible by ICN personnel working on the project through Id and 

password, and processed data will not include any reference to personal data following 

Directive 95/46/EC and other relevant EU legal instruments, in order to irreversibly prevent 

identification. Only when the participant has marked the option in which he/she states 

his/her interest in receiving the summary report will his/her personal data (e-mail) be kept. 

In this case the personal data will be kept in a separate file and will remain no longer linkable 

to the results. ICN will follow EU’s Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (0829/14/EN, 

Opinion 05/2014 on Anonymization Techniques, adopted 10 April 2014) to provide an 

effective anonymization solution, which prevent all parties from singling out an individual in 

a dataset, from linking two records within a dataset or between two separate datasets and 

from inferring any information. 
 

MOVE has voluntarily opted to be part of the Open Research Data Pilot (ORD Pilot) of 

Horizon2020, designed to improve and maximise access to and the reuse of research data 

generated by projects. The legal requirements for participating projects are set out in the 

optional article 29.3 of the Model Grant Agreement. The Pilot on Open Research Data will be 

monitored throughout Horizon 2020 with a view to further developing Commission policy on 

open research. Participating in the Open Research Data Pilot does not mean opening up all 

research data and does not change the obligation to protect results in Article 27, the 

confidentiality obligations in Article 36, the security obligations in Article 37 or the 

obligations to protect personal data in Article 39, all of which still apply. During the lifetime 

of a project, a partial (e.g. for selected datasets) or even complete (i.e. for all datasets) opt 

out remains possible for any of the reasons above via the Data Management Plan (DMP). 
 

3. Who has access to your information and to whom is it disclosed? 
 

The access to personal data as well as all information collected in the context of this 
questionnaire is only granted through User Id/Password to a defined population of users at 
 

ICN. These users are members of the Entity organising the questionnaire, and ICN’s 
subcontractor, acting as processor, GFK. 

 

The data will only be used for quantitative analysis; no profiles of single data sets will be 

reconstructed. All users, who will use the data afterwards, have to agree upon this rule. The 

data of the survey will be accessible to all members of the consortium. The Scientific Use File 

(SUF) can also be used by other researchers after the end of the project by signing a data 

user contract agreeing upon the fact that no single data sets will be reconstructed. ICN will 

follow EU’s Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (0829/14/EN, Opinion 05/2014 on 
 

Anonymization Techniques, adopted 10 April 2014) to provide an effective anonymization 
solution which prevent all parties from singling out an individual in a dataset, from linking 
 



 

 

 

two records within a dataset (or between two separate datasets) and from inferring any 
information. 
 

No personal data is transmitted to parties, which are outside the recipients and the legal 

framework mentioned. No personal data will be shared with third parties for direct 

marketing. 
 

4. How do we protect and safeguard your information? 
 

Your replies, together with your chosen language used for drafting the reply, are recorded in 

a secured and protected database. The database is not accessible from outside ICN or the 

subcontractor GFK. Inside those the database can be accessed using a User Id/Password. 

 

Access to the application is via a non-encrypted connection using the normal http protocol. 

The collected personal data and all information related to the above mentioned 

questionnaire is stored on a computer of the external contractor, acting as processor, who 

has to guarantee the data protection and confidentiality required by the Regulation (EC) 

45/2001. ICN will keep data in a secure protected server. The Scientific Use File will be stored 

for at least 5 years following European Commission requirements for Horizon2020 projects. 

 

5. How can you verify, modify or delete your information? 
 

In case you want to verify which personal data, if any, is stored on your behalf by the 

responsible Controller, have it modified respectively corrected, or deleted, please contact 

the Controller by using the Contact Information at the end of this statement and by explicitly 

specifying your request. 
 

6. How long do we keep your data for? 
 

Your data will remain in the database until the results have been completely analysed and 

exploited. All personal information requested, after completing the verification process of 

fieldwork, will be removed; making it impossible to know the individual responses of the 

participants to make sure that the data can only be treated in an aggregated way. The 

Scientific Use file will be stored for at least 5 years following European Commission 

requirements for Horizon 2020 projects. 
 

E-mails of respondents who have stated their interest in receiving the summary report will 

be kept for a maximum of 5 years in a separate file that can be verified, modified or deleted 

at request according to Data Protection Laws, and which will remain no longer linkable to 

the results. These will only be used for this purpose and will not be transmitted to parties, 

which are outside the recipients and the legal framework mentioned. No personal data will 

be shared with third parties for direct marketing. 
 

7. Contact Information 
 

In case you wish to verify which personal data is stored on your behalf by the responsible 
controller, have it modified, corrected, or deleted, or if you have questions regarding the 
 



 

 

 

questionnaire, or concerning any information processed in the context of the questionnaire, 

or on your rights, feel free to contact the support team, using the following contact 

information: 

 

Should you have a problem completing this questionnaire or if you require detailed 
assistance or more information, please contact move@colpolsoc.org 
 

More information at http://move-project.eu 
 

8. What will happen to the results of the research? 
 

The data sets obtained from the survey will be processed and shared during the life of the 

project only with the members of the research consortium. The data sets will not contain 

personal information. After the project, the scientific use file will be available on both, the 

project web site and ICN web site, through online petition. In general, in order to allow the 

availability of information and open access to the micro data, we will use and observe Article 

29.3 of the Model Grant Agreement (article applied to all projects participating in the Pilot 

on Open Research Data in Horizon 2020) as a guideline. 

 

MOVE has voluntarily opted to be part of the Open Research Data Pilot (ORD Pilot) of 

Horizon2020, designed to improve and maximise access to and the reuse of research data 

generated by projects. The legal requirements for participating projects are set out in the 

optional article 29.3 of the Model Grant Agreement. The Pilot on Open Research Data will be 

monitored throughout Horizon 2020 with a view to further developing Commission policy on 

open research. Participation in the Open Research Data Pilot does not mean opening up all 

research data and does not change the obligation to protect results in Article 27, the 

confidentiality obligations in Article 36, the security obligations in Article 37 or the 

obligations to protect personal data in Article 39, all of which still apply. During the lifetime 

of a project, a partial (e.g. for selected datasets) or even complete (i.e. for all datasets) opt 

out remains possible for any of the reasons above via the Data Management Plan (DMP). 

 

All MOVE partners are aware of the fact that in Horizon 2020 open access (free of charge 

online access) is mandatory. They have been informed of the EU’s open access policy. As a 

consequence of this, each partner will ensure open access to all peer-reviewed scientific 

publications relating to its results. Additionally, a summary report will be published on the 

project website and provided to those participants that state their interest in the results on 

the last page of the survey at the end of the research. 
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